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A. [Ano93f]. Åke [Dre06]. Abdullah [AHAAEA03]. Abilities [WVG+98, WGV+98]. Absorptive [MP09b, NQ05, EH14, FMMFA16, dCHDAALMM07, HLO14, JBGMM11, LW+12, PA15, SCK10, SCK11, XR08]. abstract [Ano95o, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano97q, HAH84]. abstracts [Ano92b, Ano93q, Ano93r, Ano94-39, Ano94-40, Ano95r, Ano95s, Ano95t, Ano95u, Ano95v, Ano95w, Ano96o, Ano96u, Ano96v, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano97r, Ano97s, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano97y, Ano98o]. academia [Ahn95, AC04, Bje10, BJ05, DMNR12, Fuj98, HKW+13, MI07]. academia-industry [Fuj98]. Academic [Ano97b, Ano07l, Hal97a, Hay97d, Kuc06, Lin14, Par03b, Per04, QWM92, Sha91b, vGS09, AKKS12, BRH+97, GvBR10, JFCFM+12, KA15, KM97, LM94a, LM94b, LL05b, LP07, NPS02, OIOA01, OIN96, PDOL11, PD10, SOKE15, SJ16, SLJ13, TKT13, Wec15, Wür17]. academic-entrepreneurial [PD10]. Academic-industry [QWM92, LM94a, LM94b]. academics [MT08, SWW12, VM97]. accelerate [TM06]. Accelerator [Hed89, PCWV16]. accelerators [CvZ05]. acceptance [ASGC09, CT06, CC14, CSL06, HO11, HJM08, VM11]. access [CT12, CCY05, Pa00, SSF12]. according [HN08, PSDL02]. Accounting [Ano03q, ON88, HGL98, LL05a, SD95]. Accreditation [Ano07l]. accumulation [Fig02, SeSN14]. accumulative [CG11]. achievable [Wil14]. achieve [GCH96]. achievement [AHAAEA03, HKW+13]. Achieving [Mac88]. acquire [WVG+98, WGV+98]. acquiring [SS07]. acquisition [Aka98b, Aka98a, CY00, DFBC98a, DFBC98b, FC95, HT08, Hus10, JGM98b, JGM98a, KLL87, OTA01, Sib96]. acquisitions [ALRSD04, BC82, dCHDAALMM07, dMD05]. across
[BRCG12, CD92a, CD92b, DQ06, LS05, Ver90b]. act [Ano93a, GT93]. Action [RS06, Sér96, Ano94-44, Ham94, Ken13, Ott03b, TAC96, Fra01a]. Action-based [RS06]. Actions [Cur89]. active [Ano93a, GT93].

Action [RS06, Ser96, Ano94-44, Ham94, Ken13, Ott03b, TAC96, Fra01a]. Action-based [RS06]. Actions [Cur89].

activity [CKM13, Fox86a, Kap99, LWP14, New04]. activities [CPP09, CBK03, Dag04, DM91, Fuk09, GC10a, HLO14, JD09, KA15, KTE04, KFL11, LLB89, LMMPVO09, ML08a, Mar01, MI07, MK96, Rie89, Sun96, SD89a, Tam16, Uzu01, VB05]. Activity [GG03, Bal10, Clo91, CR08, Kaa09, Kih03, LH14, MROS09, Miy00, MG08, Sz92, Tit90b, WC06b, Ano81a, Gar87]. Activity-based [GG03]. actors [ABGS13, BBTW00, Hu13]. actualizing [JLL10]. adaptation [BLQS00b, BLQS00a, Ken13, Wal85]. adaption [Fox86b, GK91, Mud95]. adaption-innovation [Fox86b, GK91, Mud95]. Adaptive [DDOR08, CG04a, FC95]. Adaptors [Hay90a, Ric95]. added [JMT03, LDB13, Rya96, Soh97b, WJK15]. additionalities [WSF13].

additionality [HHH09]. address [Smi85]. adequate [SIOO01]. adjusting [Wal85]. adopt [Ban04, SU11]. adopters [MTB01]. Adopting [Ano93a, FGS07, GT93, Ket09]. Adoption [FRWT06, AH84, Alc99, AGM89, AR99, BMLL07, BL97, BR16, BM07, BWS11, dABK14, CUF13, CF01b, CJS00, DSS05, HO05, JMPR01, JMPR04, KH06, LD05, LLEB05, Mud90, Mus09, ND15b, OCA90, OOA04, PSLCDJ05, SO02, SSMM09, TS00, WNYL06, YTO9, ZS04a, ZS04b]. adoptions [NG09]. adoptive [HM11]. advance [CD00, Thu05]. Advanced [ETOA00, HO05, Pap06, Alc99, Che12, ETOA98, Hay88c, Kim16, LWP14, LD01, MG98b, MG98a, MS98, Sgo95, Sun00, WH04a, ETA02, Par00, VS06]. advanced [Go086, Go090]. Advantage [Nuv07, Ano90o, BS01, Bar90a, Bes95a, CG11, GCS01, Hun00, Kar93a, Kar93b, Lak08, LXODT15, LH07, NGK08, YGM99, ZL01, Bes03b, Bro90, Har93a]. advantages [Kha97, TCT05]. Adversity [Fra00b]. advice [Lin10b, Lin07a, Lin14]. advisors [MCT06]. Aero [Eri00]. aeronautics [ADNP01]. aerospace [CWBG03, CH01, GTW02, KK05, LL98, MOM08, PV00]. aerospace-challenging [CWBG03]. aesthetic [CS08a]. affect [Ano94m, LWC09, LQ94, Paf04, WSF13, Won05a, vWvRN17]. affecting [HT08, dLP06, LL93a, LL93b, NDP07, OWC03, PS97a, PS97b, WHP85, WWH15]. affiliation [Boa08, GC10a]. Africa [AN16, Fab96, HB03, KK04, MBA+12, SPO08, Ven14, BH03]. African [BBDM01, LP07, Moc03, OOA04]. after [ND15b, SSP04, Sz94a, Sz94b]. AG [Car98a, OS98]. again [Mow90]. against [CADNF04, Lin08, MCB13]. Age [Kra15, MFH16, MT05, Tan87, Wan04, Arr04]. Agencies [CPV04]. Agency [FCH01, PV00]. agenda [Da 01, Hew99, SWW12]. agendas [CJS00, IH07]. agent [Cha08, LGY05]. agents [Ano94x, Aut94, Car98c, Ved97]. ages [vGS09, Kap03]. AGFA [Car98a]. AGFA/BAYER [Car98a]. agglomeration [OWCvdB15, dSSD09, TKSM08]. aggregations [CT97]. Agile
Assimakopoulos [Giu09], assimilation [WA03, WAN03], assist [OC85].
assistance [SBMP13], assistants [Hay97c], Assisted [BP01], assisting [SC10], associated [BWS11]. Associates [Hay88c], associating [Sna98].
Association [Hay93c, Hay87d, Hay88e, Hay89a, Smi85], associations [Ros89b], assumptions [CWBG03], assurance [Red14].
Aston [Hay93c, Guy96a]. Athens [FLKF06]. Atipol [Ano94-30], attaches [Van85].
attempt [RSF10], attempting [Wit85]. attendant [II98].
attention [Lin12d], attitudes [dABKS14, CLC13, Cur89], attitudinal [TDA05], attraction [SVG15], attractiveness [MP09a], attributed [MCMA09]. attributes [HMM14, MK96].
Atul [Ano94-37], auction [Cha08]. audit [LL04a]. Auditing [CO04, Mer94a]. Audretsch [Dib00], Augsdorfer [Har97c].
Austin [Hay97c]. Australasian [Orr97, ZS04a, ZS04b]. Australia [RAS15, Soh97b, SPP98, STZ03, TNSG96, TSH02].
Australian [Phi99, BS97, Bea98, Beal05, BS06, MB04, PS00b, Rya90, Rya96, Sha03, SGFS99, SPS01, TS00, Wan89, Wan91, Wit85].
Austria [KT02]. Austrian [WSF13]. authentic [LCWC09]. Author [Ano89a, Ano90a, Ano91b, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04a, Ano95n, Ano01a, Ano06a].
Authority [PR97]. authors [Ano89r, Ano92e, Ano93g, Ano94o, Ano96n, Ano97p, Lin14]. auto [KK04].
Automation [Ano94c, Hit94, Orr97, Alc99, Gol86, GPR89, Hay88f, KKR05, San95, Tan95, vDvM89]. automobile [Kha97, Kha98d, Kha98e, Kha98g, Kha98h, KVHR10, MY02]. automobiles [Kha98d, Kha98e].
Automotive [Ame95, He94a, He94b, Ikl01, LPS03, Nob04, PS00a]. Available [Rus94, Kra15, LOCSBM14]. Avatar [KMF09]. Avatar-based [KMF09].
Avebury [Har97c, Rad97]. Avenue [Per97b], Averou [De04], aviation [Gee06]. avoid [Lin14]. awake [Sch09]. Award [AHAAEA03, Ugh88, vAdMSC94b, vAdMSC94a]. aware [IPP14].
awareness [Ber06, SY14, dBJ02]. AY [Rus94]. Aydalot [Hay91a].
Barry [Ano94f]. Bartlett [Ver90b]. base
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Bha05, BS99, Bu85, CS08a, Can16, CRK00, CF01a, CPXC02, CT02, Clo91,
CHO98, CFC12, DGP10, DvdCAS16, DLL06, Dre97, FMV00, FC95, Fre86,
Fun06, Gal05, Gar96, GLYP13, GBFvdS11, Gede06, GKB12, GG03, HV96,
HESP11, HY04, HLC05, IAO+02, IMIY87, IF92a, IF92b, JY15, Kes03,
KJE96, Kod05, Kod06, Kod07a, KM09, KK87, KB06, LVS10, Lee00,
LS07, LYP09, LCLC03, LL08b, LL05a, LL05b, LOCGBMH16, LOM14,
MLG12, MRT11, MII90, NJ04, NP10, OSG04, OR06, Pap03, Pf99, Pur91,
RS06, RMGLC08, Sae05, Sch94, SKTM08, Sma01, SJ16, STZ03, Ste99,
Sun06, TLL07, Tsn02, VM12, WCT10, WO08, Yas05, YHDR08, ZL01, dV94,
IS06, VP14, Mer02].
Basic [Ano93b, CW93, BBA15, Ham96, HV96, NB09].
Basil [Bro90, Cou90, Cou91, DvdB15, Her91, Sha91a, Ver90a, Ver91a].
Basin [dSSD09]. Basingstoke [Coo07]. Bass
[Fra01a, Fra01c, Hay88a, Hay88b, Hay88c, Mer01]. Bastow [Tan08].
batteries [McG98]. battle [Gal12]. battles [Gal12, dH09vS16]. be
[DR99, LVS10, Lin11c, Reid97]. Beach [Ano07k]. beacon [PS14]. beam
[WMGB01]. bean [AT99]. Beckers [Bec89]. become [OWCvdB15].
Bedford [BB95, Bes94a, Bes95c, Mer94a]. Beer [Per95, llo91]. before
[KR12, Sz94a, Sz94b]. begins [KFL11]. Behavior [WNBG03, BG10,
CD+11, CDD+14, LC07, LS16, wto1LSDD91, SGWL16, Tsn02, WK03].
behavioral [Ano93n, Pau93]. behaviors [CH01, HM11, Tsa13b]. behaviour
[BCC01, MI90, San07]. behavioural [WSF13]. behaviours [AL11]. behind
[BMW14]. Being [Whi94]. Belarus [AHP16]. Belgian [Van85]. Belgium
[Ano81a, Hay87b]. Bell [Mow88]. Ben [Lae04, RA86]. benchmarking
[ET98, LL98, Pov97]. Benedikt [Hol93]. benefit [Gill11, MCH00, Sha86].
benefiting [VH06]. Benefits [DSS05, KA06, PSDL02, BAWK12, BWS11,
IP13, JMR04, Jol08, KH06, ZS04a, FCH01]. Bentley [For85].
Beobachtungen [Ano94g]. Berger [Gra03]. Berlin [Hop04]. Bessant
[Hay97a, Why02]. Best
[Bea05, Bes03b, RGJ13, TSH02, BN08, CVZ05, CL97b, CL97a, CO04, Guy95,
Hal96, Hay97a, RMGB08, SW04, vAdMSC94a, vAdMSC94b, Fit00]. Better
[Ugh88, GDWP03, Rus94]. Bettley [Szw07]. Between
[RM09, Ahn95, AO10, ALC1dF+15, AC04, BF06, Car99a, Che12, CL97b,
CL97a, CK12b, Cor87a, CD00, Cur89, DTD13, DLL06, FMF1A6,
GBFvdS11, Ham96, HWC06, HW01, JLS6, JWC6, Koc04, KS01a, LW04, LD05,
HFL08, Lin10b, LCT04, LCT05, LR90, MTB01, MP09a, MM08, NN11,
Nax98, ND15a, Neu12, OC91, OMC9, OW00b, Ott98b, OIN96, RF12, Rie89,
Sae05, SH02, SM12b, TNSG96, TCT05, TK13, V97, VR112, VH06,
WW00, WA03, WCI03, WH04b, WA04b, XHM+16, YGM99, Y105, ZXT10].
Betzy [Dod87b]. beverages [IIA97b, IIA97a]. Beverley [Szw07]. Beyond
[Boa08, JC01, Phi99, Wat90, BLN05, Bou15, DJ13, JMT03, MSR10,
NWGB09, NGK08, Del97, OH04, Per95]. Bhanich [Ano94-30]. bias [ET98].
bibliography [Kap03, Mer94b]. bibliometric [ADDs09, BJ05, CYJ07, Ho09]. bibliometrics [HS14]. Biesbosch [Lan09]. big [BM05, GUMZI14, Lin08b, VH06]. big-science [VH06]. bike [RHW14]. bio [BCC+11, HMM15]. bio-pharmaceutical [BCC+11, HMM15]. Biochemicals [Lid90]. biodiesel [MBA+12]. biogas [AOA00, RG10]. Biology [Fra01c, RL06]. biomass [HO14]. biomedical [JFCFMC+12, OBvE97, Rep08, Zaf81]. biopharmaceutical [XRO8]. biosensor [HS14]. BioTech [PvdMB+06, GEG12, TA10]. biotechnologien [Ano94j]. biotechnologies [Ano94v, IAA94b, IAA94a, Ano94t]. Biotechnology [AA05, AAN06, AR99, BC12, BS06, BNV05a, Boa08, BA10, CAoNFP04, CC06, Fon05, HBS02, HBS07, HN92a, HN92b, HST05, HST07, KIC12, Mar03, MT05, Meh01, MS99, NPV05, Pf99, QGBV04, SO02, Sap89, Sen96, Sha87, TM06, WN95, WvdVM07, WH96, vdVM09]. biotecnologias [Ano94t]. Bird [Con90, Con91]. Birmingham [Hay93c]. Biswas [Bas04]. black [BM14, CS01b, KJ97, LM14]. Blackburn [Aug06a, Per97a]. blacksmith [BO81]. Blackwell [Bro90, Con90, Con91, Dod88, Her91, Sha91a, Ver90a, Ver91a]. blue [Gal12]. Board [Ano11g, Hay89c, Ano88j, WW14, Ano81c, Ano83b, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88f, Ano89n, Ano90j, Ano91f, Ano92d, Ano93d, Ano94f, Ano95m, Ano96m, Ano97o, Ano02d, Ano02c, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano03d, Ano03m, Ano03n, Ano03o, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano03i, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano03l, Ano04c, Ano04l, Ano04m, Ano04n, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano04k, Ano05a, Ano05j, Ano05k, Ano05l, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano05h, Ano05i, Ano05j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano06s, Ano06t, Ano06u, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06x, Ano06y, Ano06z, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano06g, Ano06h, Ano06i, Ano06j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano06s, Ano06t, Ano06u, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06x, Ano06y, Ano06z, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano06g, Ano06h, Ano06i, Ano06j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano06s, Ano06t, Ano06u, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06x, Ano06y, Ano06z, Ano06a]. Bo [Gra01]. Board [Ano11g, Hay89c, Ano88j, WW14, Ano81c, Ano83b, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88f, Ano89n, Ano90j, Ano91f, Ano92d, Ano93d, Ano94f, Ano95m, Ano96m, Ano97o, Ano02d, Ano02c, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano03d, Ano03m, Ano03n, Ano03o, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano03h, Ano03i, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano03l, Ano04c, Ano04l, Ano04m, Ano04n, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano04k, Ano05a, Ano05j, Ano05k, Ano05l, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano05h, Ano05i, Ano05j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano06s, Ano06t, Ano06u, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06x, Ano06y, Ano06z, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano06g, Ano06h, Ano06i, Ano06j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano06s, Ano06t, Ano06u, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06x, Ano06y, Ano06z, Ano06a]. Board [Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h, Ano08j, Ano09a, Ano09i, Ano09j, Ano09k, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano09g, Ano09h, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano10g, Ano11b, Ano11i, Ano11j, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano11h, Ano12c, Ano12j, Ano12k, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano13a, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano14a, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano17]. boards [Bla16]. Bodies [Wya00, Cor87c]. Body [YKW10]. Body-of-Knowledge [YKW10]. Boeing [SS16]. Boekema [Pap02a]. BoK [YKW10]. Bone [Joh92e]. Book [Ada07, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano94d, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97b, Ano98l, Ano98k, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano04b, Arc03, Arr04, Aug09, Aug06b, Aug06a, Bai84, Ban04, Bas04, BB95, Bes88, Bes93, Bes94a, Bes94b, Bes94c, Bes94d, Bes95a, Bes95b, Bes95c,
Bes96, Bes97, Bes01a, Bes01b, Bes02a, Bes02b, Bes02c, Bes02d, Bes03a, Bes03b, Bon02, Box01, BH03, Bro90, Bro07, Buc91, BuI97, But96, Col97, CF07, CoI08, Coo97, Cou90, Cou91, Cre04, Dav92, De 04, Del97, Dib00, Dib01, Dib02a, Dib02b, Dib04, Dod87a, Dod87b, Dod88, Dre04, Dre06, Dut07, Edu04, Eva02, Fit00, For90, For91, For85, Fra99. Book [Fra00b, Fra00a, Fra01a, Fra01c, Fra01b, Fra02b, Fra02c, Fra02d, Fra02a, Fra03a, Fra03b, Gar85, Gar87, Gar94, Gar95, Gar96, Gil96, Gil97, Gin09, GoI07, Gra01, Gra03, Gra04, Grf98, Hal97a, Har93a, Har93b, Har97c, Hay83, Hay84, Hay85a, Hay85d, Hay85b, Hay85c, Hay86c, Hay86d, Hay86e, Hay86a, Hay86f, Hay87a, Hay87d, Hay87b, Hay87c, Hay88a, Hay88b, Hay88c, Hay88d, Hay88g, Hay88f, Hay89a, Hay89d, Hay90a, Hay90b, Hay90c, Hay90d, Hay91a, Hay92b, Hay92a, Hay92c, Hay92d, Hay92e, Hay93d, Hay93a, Hay93b, Hay93c, Hay94, Hay95, Hay96a, Hay97b, Hay97c, Hay97d, Hay97a, Hay97a, Hay01a, Hay01b, Hay01c, Her91, Her92a, Her92b, Her92c, Her04, Hob87, Hob97, Hob03, Hol93, Hop04, Jel07, Joh92a, Joh92b, Joh92f, Joh92c, Joh92d, Joh92e, Joh92g, Kap01, Kap03, Kaz03]. Book [Koc09, Kra15, Kuc06, Kuc07, Loe03, Loe04, Lal00, Leh07, Lim06, Lin90, Lin91, Lop06, Mer94a, Mer94b, Mer01, Mer02, Mil85, Mil88, Min94, Min96, Mor91, Mor04, Mur91, New04, NuV07, O’H99, Oak07, OH04, Pap02a, Pap02b, Pap03, Pap04, Pap06, Par03a, Par06, Par07, Par03b, Per04, Per95, Per96, Per97b, Per97a, Pot93, Pov97, Poy97, Pra10, Pre01, Que06, Rad97, Ram86, Rea06, Ric95, RL06, Ros89c, Ros89a, Ros89b, Ros90, Rot87a, Rot88, Rus94, Saa98, SW04, Sap01, Sap05, Sap10, Sco89, Sha95, Sha91a, Sha91b, Sod08, Szw07, Tan08, Tat04, Tra00, Ver90a, Ver90b, Ver91a, Ver91b, Wan04, Whi94, Why02, Why05, Wil90, Won08, Wy004, Wya07, dC07, Ano92f, Ano93h, Ano94b]. Books [For90, For91, Gar87, Joh92d, Lin90, Lin91, Ver90b]. bookstores [Kra15]. boost [Bes03a]. bootlegging [Har97c]. bop [RM14]. border [CM95]. borders [Ver90b]. Borja [Why05]. Boston [Bes95a, Bes96, Bes01b, Dav92, Hay97d, Hay97a, Joh92a, Per04, SW04, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ano94w, Bes15, dCLSL08, Töd94b, Töd94a]. Boston/London/Dordrecht [Hay97d]. Both [Bes94a, ABGS13]. bottlenecks [Sch85]. bottom [BK04, Bol12]. bottom-up [BK04, Bol12]. Boucke [Ano94-38]. Boulder [For85, Hob87]. Boundaries [BK15]. boundary [BC10, Kod07b]. boundary-spanning [BC10]. Boundaryless [Ano98]. Bower [Bes93]. box [BM14, CS01b, LM14]. boxes [SM05]. Bozeman [Ano94f]. BPR [Del97]. Braa [Gra01]. Brabantia [dV94]. Bradbury [Mor91, Sco89]. Brand [Why05, MGdG11, WF10]. Brazil [KdOL08, PP09, dSSD09, vAdMSL95, Que06]. Brazilian [Ano93n, Can93, FJ12, Pan93, vAdMSC94a, vAdMSC94b, dMvAdMSPB93]. Breadth [BC10]. Breadth-of-impact [BC10]. break [Pal06]. break-even [Pal06]. breakthrough [RM14, Aug06b]. breakthroughs [Ayr88]. breast [CAdNFP04]. Breeding [Liy95]. brewing [Ilo91]. Brian [Per97b, Rus94]. bricolage [FB06]. Bridging [CJ98, Hal97a, HBO14, SOKE15, MH05]. Brief [Hit89a]. Brighton [Gar87, Hal97a, Kuc06]. Brigitte [Why05]. Brilliant
Bringing [Sha95]. Britain [AH84, Seg86, Tet00, WNM95]. British [Ano81b, Hay89a, Hay93b, Bac98, BYCS00, BBHW93, Har96, Mas86, RG85, Surv92, VOTH95, Wal85, Whe86, Woo87]. Britton [Hay88b]. broadband [CA01, CCRY05, NLLC04]. broadcasting [WK03]. Brockhoff [Ros89a]. Brown [Ano88b, Hay01b]. Bruce [Par06, Why02, Ano11k, HKW13, New13]. Bruxelles [Ano81a]. Brynjolfsson [Kra15]. BTP [RGJ13]. bubbles [Kap03]. Buckingham [Sha95]. Budapest [Pal04]. Buddy [Li05]. Buddy-finding [Li05]. budget [CG05, YWC09]. Bueno [Ano93l]. Build [Why05, Mol98]. build-up [Mol98]. Building [Cha92, Sch93, SCK10, SCK11, Bas01, DDC98, Gra03, HO14, LHI13, NKL02, WCZZ14, Bes03a, Bul97, Fra00a]. Buildings [Hay93b]. built [dVV16]. Burroughs [BN88]. buses [SM12b]. Business [Aug09, BB95, Bes94a, Bes95a, Bes96, Bes97, Bes01a, Bes01b, BN05a, CWY14, Coo07, Dav92, Edw04, GG05, Hay97a, IKL01, Kuc06, Koa04b, Lin12b, MLF16, OS99, OW93a, OW93b, RAS15, Saa98, SW04, Sod08, Vel15, Ver90b, AMV07, Ano93a, AHP16, AC04, BN06, BH16, BS97, Bes94c, Bul12, Bro92, Bro94, BRCG12, CGM07, CVZ05, Car01, CP07, Dcla81, DBL07, Del97, Des96, DSS05, FB06, FJ12, Fra02a, Gal06b, GMNL07, GGS08, GUMZ14, Gre06, Grie98, Guy97, HBS02, Han06, Han95, HPB03, HJM08, HLL12, I09, INO'03, I09, J09, J13, Jon05, K09, K09, KG07, KZ03, LO10, LACH13, L09, LL08a, Lin13b, Lin13c, LW91, LL03, LP06, MCH00, ML08b, MKGL05, Muc03, NPV05, Obes88, Pal00, Pan93, POGB06, PPP98a, PPP98b, PG11, RH10]. business [RAC84, Ros89b, RJ04, SM09, SB02, SH08, Sh09, SL16, ST06, SH02, SSP04, Swi92a, Swi92b, TCT05, TE14, VM12, WCZZ14, Why02, WvdVM07, Y105, YT09, Kuc07, Fra01c, GI97]. business-level [YT09]. business-planning [LP06]. Business-to-business [IKL01]. businesses [Kar06, Lic05, MCT06, SBMP13]. butter [Wat90]. Butterworth [Bes02c, Hay92d, Sap01]. Butterworth-Heinemann [Sap01]. Butterworths [Hay85c, Hay88d, Rot88]. buying [WPF06a].

C [Ano81b, Ano91d, Ano97b, Bes02d, De 04, Fra03a, Hay85d, Hay86d, Hay88e, Hay97d, Koc09, Mur91, Par07, Pov97, Ros90, Rus94, Sap01]. CA [Bes03a, Box01]. Cabibbo [Cab89]. cacao [Ano94v, Ano94t]. CAD [DC00]. cadre [Ano94-36]. Caird [Ano94a]. Cal [Fra01c]. calculation [Sto99]. Calendar [Ano92a, Ano88a, Ano89b, Ano89c, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano90j, Ano90k, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano95j, Ano95k, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano98m]. Calibration [Sna90d]. Call [Ano84a, Ano12b, Ano85e, Lin13c]. Cambridge [Cre04, Dut07, Hay88g, Hay01a, Hay01c, Hol93, Kap01, Nuv07, RL06, Ros90, Sod08, Lid90, Seg86, Sod08]. came [Lin11c]. Campania [Ano92c, CT92]. Campos [dSSD09]. Campus [KM97, Per97b, Bes93, Guy96b]. Can
[MP09a, OWCvdB15, RM14, ZYY10, Bes01a, DR99, Dre01, HS02, JP96, MCD06, SAWT06, SK11]. **Canada** [Bai84, Mer94b, AL05, Ano94-30, Ano07m, AR99, BS01, BBA15, Ras08, SDFN01, SS94, WNM95]. **Canadian** [Cre04, Ano94p, HBS02, Han94, Hay81, KMK03, LB03, LT05, NB92, wtcoSDD91, TM03, TDC11, WH96]. **Canberra** [Hay85a].

**candidates** [SBF15]. **CANDU** [Lee04]. **CANDU-type** [Lee04]. **cannibalize** [NHV05]. **Canon** [MOWGB02, WLO09]. **can't** [vWvRN17]. **Cantner** [Ano94-38]. **Cantor** [Ano91d]. **capabilities** [Arc88, Bac98, BF06, CKT04, CCC+12, GMNL07, HBvdB09, JRS06, Pet98, SPO08, SY05, SD89a]. **Capability** [LHI13, SeSN14, SCM11, TC97, AKBA07, AC08, CPP09, EWJ09, Fan06, Fig02, FB05, GM03, HO14, JvZ08, JL98, Kha99, KLL87, LS07, LCT04, MKK04, MRGT11, PR96, PR97, POGBG06, QGBV04, SGFS99, VLIC12, hWyLc08, WCZZ14, XR08, wK98]. **capability-accumulation** [Fig02]. **capability-based** [MRGT11]. **capable** [Wal85]. **capacities** [OIOA01]. **Capacity** [CS98, EH14, FMFMA16, dCHDAALM07, HLO14, JBGMM11, KC07, LS05, LS04, LWC+12, LP07, MP09b, NQ05, PA15, SCK10, SCK11, WA03, WAN03, XR08]. **capital** [Ano93j, CR00, Cor05, CP06, DvdCAS16, Di02b, FOW97, HH05, Kaa09, Kha87, LH11, LDB13, MZG17, Pj96, Pan98, SCC17, SH95, TPF13, Tom90, TS88, TB84, Wan89, Wan91, Wll93, Won07, YK08, ZSMB16, Hob03, Coo97]. **capitalism** [TSA13a]. **capitalists** [FOW97]. **capitalize** [OM88]. **captive** [CD92a, CD92b]. **capture** [CWB98b, CWB98a, ML05]. **Capturing** [MZG17, TTC06]. **car** [BK99, MK00, MSR10, Pal93a, Pal93b, RR11a]. **Carayannis** [Bon02, Gin09]. **carbon** [HS14, Tit90b]. **Card** [Kuc06, M'C05, Won04]. **cardanom** [Meh01]. **cardiac** [BEH99, Goe10]. **cards** [WMGB01]. **care** [CJH07]. **career** [DBV97, Fox86b]. **Carlo** [Arc03, BH03]. **Carlos** [Ban04]. **Carlota** [Kap03]. **Carol** [Fra02c]. **Carroll** [Box01]. **carrying** [Sza90]. **Cars** [BDW06]. **carve** [Pow10]. **carve-outs** [Pow10]. **Cary** [Di02a]. **cas** [Ano94w]. **Case** [HB84, PR97, AY05, AM10, ASI99, AT93, AA91, AW11, Ano93s, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ano94w, AHP16, Arcc88, ALCM14, AM97, BCM12, Bas01, Bha05, BDNP06, BM07, BHPB06, BWS11, BP01, BLQS00a, BHPW00, CD92a, CD92b, Cam93, CG02, CC05, CT06, CS06, CM89, CEY11, CM94, CHT99, CJH07, CF01b, CK12b, Day02, DvMS16, DvSM05, ETOA00, Eri00, EN07, ET98, EF11, FAH08, FRA05, FJKF96, FLKf06, Gar05, GC99, Goe10, GFK12, Gra82, GPR98, HS91, HV96, HS14, HO14, HS02, Hen01, Hobb88, Hos01, HLC05, HHO8, IBS98, JAR86, Jho86, JRS06, KdOL08, KC08, KJ97, Kih03, Kin00, KJ96, Kod03, Kod05, Kod07b, KH89, KS04a, KB06, KM06b, KFL11, LS05, LY96, Lee04, LS07, LPKPO07, LVHR10, Let03, hLwChLb04, Liu93]. **case** [LB91, Mac97a, MGDG11, MCD06, MP09a, MFH03, McMQ94a, MG98c, Meh01, Meh88, MW09, Mo91, MPCRBo3, MBA+12, NW03a, ND15a, NLC98, ND15b, Ni05, dAOCM02, OW00a, OS98, Ove15, Par05, PPB89, PV00, Pow10, PS00b, Poz86, Pur91, RM14, RAC84, RG06, Ros82, RD05, RG85,
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[Jon05]. encapsulation [Gar05]. Enclave [Ada07, Ano94-42, Fel94].
encyclopaedia [Ano91c]. end
[BK00, BK01, BV09, KFL11, LH13, Ste14b, TPV16]. end-of-life
[BK00, BK01]. Endogenizing [BK04]. endogenous [BC12, LC09, MC00].
Energia [Tö15]. energetical [SL98a]. Energy [CS89, CK04, BK04, CU13,
FGS07, HR07, JMK05, Pot93, Tö15, TS05, Wal12, dVV16, LvLB06].
energy-systems [BK04]. engagement [ABGS13, BAR16]. Engaging
[MCH00]. engine [Ame95, WTAW97, WTN98b, WTN98a, Won06]. engineer
[Ano81a, DFD191, Bes88]. Engineering
[AAA02, AIOA00, Ano81a, Ano03q, Hay82, IAA97b, IIA97a, KM03, CF01a,
CW06, Dow93a, Dow93b, Ern95, HPB03, dCHDAALMM07, Hay92d, Hen01,
KDH02, MZL15, Pur92, RAC84, KI03, Sch94]. **Engineers** [Bes02d, Hit93, OZ06, Rus94, MAU07]. **England** [O'H99, Sub05].

**Englewood** [Dod87b]. **enhanced** [Nar89]. **enlarges** [Gaz86]. **Enlightened** [Hay01b]. **enquiry** [Goe10]. **Enrico** [Oak97]. **Ensign** [Koc09].

**Enstehende** [Ano94j]. **entered** [FL15]. **Entering** [Arr04]. **Enterprise** [GK06, Ros89b, Das14, Der14, DG14, GWM05, KS10a, Pal93a, Pal93b, PP02, PdW00, Tom03, Whi90b, YGW06, YGW08, Zaf81, Zhao92a, Zhao92b, Rea06]. **Enterprises** [HRHW16, Ano94m, Ano94-28, Arc03, Bar97, CS00, Cor87a, Cor87b, CL88, Cul00, EDM05, ED87, GC96, Hay90c, KdOL08, KV14, KMD11, KL08b, LL02, LQ94, LOCSBGMH16, MB04, Nwo02, Ola98a, Ola98b, OJJ00, OIN96, OOL06, RATW15, RMDLC08, Rie89, SPK08, Sub05, Tön15, Udd06, Wal12, wK08]. **ENTRE** [TMG11]. **ENTRE-U** [TMG11]. **entrepreneurship** [Oak03], **entrepreneur** [HP09, JL96, Ros89c, vWvRN17]. **Entrepreneurial** [CYM16, WW04, Ano81a, Ano93a, BCO14, Bol12, Box01, CPSS06, CK12b, DH06, FWH06, FL15, GT93, Hal14, Ii01, KA15, KHL15, Lin91, LL03, MSD15, MCM96a, OR06, Pap02b, Par05, PDOL11, PD10, Sch86, TSA13a, TMG11, Tsa05b, Wür17]. **entrepreneurial-driven** [BCO14].

**entrepreneurial-enabled** [Bol12]. **entrepreneurs** [Ano93s, CR81, DMNR12, IVS10, Lan98a, Lan98b, LH89, MT08, MG98c, Min95, OIOA01, Rad97, Rei97, SAY09, SG93, Sch86]. **Entrepreneurship** [Ano11a, Aug09, GK91, Lin06c, Pra10, SP98a, SP98b, iSKB02, Wil83, Wou08, AA90, AAD14, AP08, Bar96, BM14, CEH03, CvZ05, CL12, EFW00, Hay81, Hay86e, HY04, LPXO14, Lun14, MRGMBR13, MG98c, MPW03, Mos16, NGK08, Nwo97, Per04, RS06, Rei97, Seg86, SL16, TEA00, TDA05, Uh105, VM97, Wit85, Won13, Fra02b]. **Entrepreneurship** [Ano11k]. **entreprises** [Ano94w]. **Entropy** [AAT14]. **entry** [KLL87]. **Entwicklung** [Ros89a].

**Environment** [CLR96, BC10, Bar15, Bol12, Car01, Choi5, Dow93a, Dow93b, DM91, FC95, GC93a, GC93b, Kuh88, KS04c, Li05, MK00, SM97, Ste14a, STH06, vW84, Kuc06]. **environment-friendly** [Choi5, MK00].

**Environmental** [BO86a, Her04, Kar93a, Kar93b, LL05a, Mac86b, Par07, ZS04a, AR99, BFM86, BFM88, CGLSNDV15, HC13, LH07, NG09, Ree99, Rot92a, Rot92b, Sar95, SL98b, TCT05, VTRM12, ZS04b, dB02, dB03, Ban04].

**Environmental-Organizational** [BO86a]. **Environmentally** [BL97, St06]. **environments** [BBC06, BM16a, CA11, Car98b, HPB03, Hay91a, KLV06, LW11, PS97a, PS97b, PS00b, PH08, SY14, VK03]. **ePD** [HJ02]. **epidemic** [WKW03]. **Epigenetic** [GUMZI14]. **equations** [WKN03]. **Equipment** [Aka98b, Aka98a, ALRSD04, Bie91, Fan06, HO14, MW06, OTA01, Oye00, Sha86, Sha93a, Sha93b, TOA01]. **Equity** [Pow10, Won13]. **Era** [Tan08, Pyk07]. **eras** [Lin11a]. **Eric** [Gra01]. **Ericsson** [RG06]. **Erik** [Hay97a]. **ERIS** [BK04]. **Erno** [Ano93a]. **Ernst** [Hay92d].

**ERP** [MK03, LGY05, WH04a]. **Errata** [Ano90k]. **Erratum** [Ano84c, Ano87e, Ano89o, BP09a, YGW08]. **ESPRIT** [Bar95]. **Essentials**
[Gun97a, Gun97b, Hay96a, Fra03a]. Essex [Lun88]. establish [SH06]. established [ALBO08, ALCldF+15, CCC+12, Kar86]. Establishing [CCY05, HAIA09, KS10a, Sza90, Tan95, Fuj98, HMM14]. establishment [CE89, Col81]. estate [DSVM05]. estimated [FNJV14]. estimating [KW05]. estratégicos [Ano94q]. estructura [Ano94q]. Ethernet [CCY05].

ethics [Min94]. ethnography [Des96]. Ettlie [Pre01]. EU [Giu09, Gra04, CP05, Gui11, PWA11]. EUREKA [Ano89p, Bar95, Pis89].

Europe [Ver90a, Ver91a, Ano89p, AC04, BDL92, Cha99, Kaa99, KV14, OM89, Rot91, Sza92, Tem00, XR08, Sha95]. European [Ano81a, Hay91a, Per97b, AMV07, Ano86d, BMW14, BK99, CP05, Cor87c, CL88, CNPV04, Hob92, Jol08, KA15, Kas94a, Kas94b, Lin86, Mar01, MRGMBR13, MPCRB+03, QGBV04, RBBB98, RD92, TM03, IS06, Hay93d, Per96]. EV [Pot93, Ada07].

evaluate [Bar90a, JK03]. Evaluating [Hob88, MK87, Swi92a, Swi92b, UB82, bWyLbC08, Bar89b, ETM96, GLYP13, Kas94a, Kas94b].

 Evaluation [LP803, AIOA00, Ano93e, Bar89a, CS87, CCST06, EM85, Goli87, INO+03, MG08, OO02, Phi99, RCC04, Rya90, SPS01, WL91, YS93]. even [Pal06].

event [BGM88]. event-study [BGM88]. events [Sch86]. Everett [Hay84].

every [Ks00, OWCvdB15]. Evidence [Der14, LBG14, Que06, AL05, Ano94-27, AES95, BGA09, BM16b, BMRG00, BA10, Bro01, CKM13, Die00, EFV00, Fan06, GUMZ14, GPR89, Ka06, KMD11, KMK03, LXODT15, Lee11, Mac97b, dCLSNL08, Mon01, PS00b, Sán94, SH10a, SPFG12, SY05, SDFN01, Tuz05, Ven96, WCW+14, WKOW03, BH15, CUF13, GST08, G111, Kaa09, KV14, KL08b, LP14, MPV13, PWA11, PG09, RH10, RAS15, SMN12, SD10, WWY15, WSF13, Oak97].

Evidences [dSSD09, ADNP01]. evolution [Ano94k, Ano94-35, BF04, BC99, BRCG12, Che94, DGP10, Dib04, FJ91, GUMZI14, GP04, Kan94, KZ03, McDA06, OAVH14, PV01, RG10, RD92, Roy94, TWGB02b, WH04b, Wya07].

Evolutional [OW00a]. Evolutionary [SP10, BCG01, FF92, GQ06, MZL15, RAATM05, SB91]. examination [ADD09, MMM05, MSR10, OPPL16, OWC03, Pia02, PS97a, PS97b, PS04, Tsa05a, ZDWG14]. examined [LY96]. Examining [AM00, KI05, LT05, PDOL11]. example [CMA07, Che12, Lak08, MJ92, TS05, WC07, ZI01]. examples [Ger04, VS06].

Excel [KK06]. Excellence [AHAAEA03, Can16, HIt96, IBL04, Ahn95, Bro07]. excellent [Lin09d].

exchange [CE89, TI02, ZR93a, ZR93b]. exemplary [BP01]. exemptions [NKL02]. Exhausting [Pot93]. Existing [SD89a, DJ13, NKL02, TTouch06].

expanding [Ayr88, BS87]. expectation [WH04b]. expectations [Tet00].

expected [Meh88]. expedients [HB84]. Experience [AM92a, AM92b, AA90, BK94, CP05, Col81, CN86, DMNR12, FM07, HAA09, Hay81, HO05, KM97, LP07, LCWCO9, MK87, OZ06, Pia02, SOKE15, Ste89, SH99, TI02, Ugh88, Van85, Won13, dV94, Hay88g, Hay91a].

experience-based [dV94]. experiences
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[AKL05, BDW06, Cur89, Els95, Nar89, Nob04, BBC06]. experiencing
[WKN04b]. experiment [Hay93b, Wit85]. expert [Gup90, Gup00, Whi94].
Expertise [Poy97]. Explaining [Aab09, CN05, GMNL07, KDH02, Ano94-44,
Fig02, Ham94, KBSW08, KK04, CS08a]. exploit [HV96]. Exploitation
[HESPSL11, AO10, CM04, Kas94a, Kas94b, Lic10, NS90, Sco89, Mor91].
Exploitation- [HESPSL11]. Exploiting [CS02]. exploration
[AO10, GD08, GdWNPC03, HESPSL11, Mou15, Ste14b]. exploration-based
[HESPSL11]. explorative [MSR10, SCZ14]. explorativeness [LWP14].
Exploratory [Kum05, BCC+ 11, BCP11, DB09, Gal05, Gar05, Gui11,
KDH02, KH06, Pow10, SM01, XR08]. explore [BJ05]. Exploring
[Bar15, CLW10, Che12, LLEB05, LH11, MNW14, PC05, KW05, SRHL12,
DVdCAS16, FEP15, McM96a, NGK08, VM12]. export
[FNJV14, GM03, KM01, Klo87]. exporter [KB06]. exporters [CS00].
exsitu [EKMS12]. extended [Cul00]. Extending [HJM08, MGdG11].
extension [Fox86a, Old97, FFJ92]. External
[Rot91, Sou01, BM94a, BM94b, CKT04, CCV11, GW10, LW11, LT10, LW10,
Mac97b, PN11, Rie89, VM12, WZNC15, WH04b]. externality [DR07].
extinguishing [Poz86]. extraction [FOL+ 03]. extranets [Car98c].
F [Ano93f, Hay86e, Hay86a, Hay93a, Joh92e, Pap02a, Ros89c]. F.Y [Pap02b].
Fabrik [KC08]. face [HKJ07, Nar04]. facilitate [Cur89, LBG14, WLY14].
facilities [DLL06]. facing [Hos99, JFCFMC+ 12]. facteur [Ano94u]. facto
[Ano16h, BNS16]. factor
[Ano94u, Ano94g, Ano94i, FRWT06, OÁVH14, SAY09, Tit94a, Tit94b].
Factors [Bar90b, DAOO02, HT08, KC07, Leh07, Lin11f, NDP07, OM00,
OWC03, Alc99, BS05, CS84, CPXC02, CY00, CA06, DSS05, GW10, HB03,
IPP14, LD05, LO96, LLB96, Moh95, NG09, OTA01, PC89, RI04, Ste14a,
SW05, WNGB03, WHP85, WWH15, BL97, dLP06]. factory [NJ04]. facts
[Gei97, SB91]. faculty [AC07, GC10a]. Fai [Dib04]. fail [JP96]. Failing
[BH03]. Failla [Gra01]. failure
[AKL05, Car98a, CT12, CU13, GS10, dLP06, Win87, WLG05, WC04].
Faktor [Ano94g]. fall [Ano94-29, Gar94]. fallacies [GKB12]. fallacy
[Tom03]. family [AIOA00, BM07]. family-sized [AIOA00]. fantasy
[BMV02]. Faraday [Rus94]. farmers [SO02]. Farnborough [Mil88].
Farrukh [Bes02d]. fashion [SH06]. Fast [OGS06]. favourable [FC95]. FDI
[NB11]. feasibility [DA01, WL91]. features [Fig02, WKOW03]. federal
[Ali86, Ano93l, PBC93, Ste89]. feedback [Ott97, SGWL16]. Feldman
[Per04]. Felicia [Dib04]. Fels [Fel89]. Felsenstein [Ano94-42]. female
[FWL06]. Fetter [Gar95]. fiber [Web96]. Field
[Ano09l, Bes95a, Bad11, BJ05, DBV97, GL10, Hu13, LS07, Lic11, Lin10a,
Lüt04, Sgo95, Soh96, Tho12, dB10, vdVdM11, vH10, vK11]. fields [Kod05].
filing [Llo07, VJ12]. filling [PKH15, Bar14]. film [Tit90b]. filter
[Ano93e, YS93]. filtering [JP99]. Finance [Oak97]. financed [Cor87c].
Financial [Hay01b, MT05, Bad08, BK89, Gup00, HB89, Kap03, Mac86b,


PWF07, Poy97, Lin10c, Lin11f. **Financing**

[Wan89, Fre99, Let03, LLB89, PJ96, Sik97a, Sik97b, TPFD13, Won06, Won13].

**Fincham** [Poy97].

**Finding** [CT02, Li05, Lin08b, Lic10].

**Findings** [Giu09, Hol85, vAdMSL95].

**ne** [OOMW03].

**Finland** [Wal07].

**Finnish** [HGL98].

**firefigthers** [FOW97].

**Fire** [McM94b].

**Firm**

[AL11, FC95, Kog03, Lin06, SGF02, Aab09, AA88, AKBA07, AGS98, Ano94-27, AP08, AES95, AC07, BGA09, BC10, Bar95, Bar15, BMLL07, BGR91, BF86, CR00, CA02, CGLSNLDV15, D'I14, DTD13, DR88, EFV02, Fa05, Fig02, Fre99, Gal05, GMNL07, GW10, GPR89, Hag90, HS91, HBS07, HESPSL11, HC13, KP12, KJ97, KKK07, Lec11, LWP14, LB89, hLwChLbL04, Lic05, Mal87, Mal02, ML08b, MC00, MK96, NGK08, Paf04, PR96, PsdLCJ05, RF12, San94, SRDS06, SF05, SY05, Sna90a, Sna90b, TDC11, Tsa05a, Tsa02, WNM95, WOL05, hWyLbC08, WCV+14, WLY14, WSF13, WH04b, WHO4a, YK08, YI05, YW08, dVdWNF+10, Ver91b].

**firm-level** [BC10, BMLL07, GW10, HBS07, ML08b, NGK08, SRDS06, TDC11, dVdWNF+10].

**firmen** [Ano94-29].

**Firms**

[Coo10, Nuv07, Pra10, ALvKL06, AL05, Ano94x, Ano94y, ACLDF+15, AP08, AAd08, ABUS05, Aut94, BMW14, BYCS00, Ban03a, Ban04, BCS06, BS06, Ber96, Br092, BM05, BF06, BM07, BRP94, CS08a, CRK00, Car01, CCC+12, CR06, CCV11, CCF11, CLR96, CY00, CBK03, CK12b, CKM13, DVACAS16, DMW13, DLL06, DH06, Dru86, Egb15, EW97, FKT95, FC95, FJ87a, FOW97, Fre05, FL15, GMLMVJ07, GST08, Gar96, GÁNA07, GM00, GM03, Har97a, Har97b, HN92a, HN92b, HY04, HPBP98, HST05, HHH09, HT08, HGL98, H01, IHO7, Jar86, JMRP01, JR91, KKWM02, Kha99, Kim87, KJ896, KK07, KLF11, LWC09, LWP14, LL03, LL05a, LL05b, Mac97b, MKK04, MRGMBR13, dCLSNL08, MD03, Mho95, MS99, OS04, OGl05, OSo8, OCA09, Pap03, PA15].

**firms**

[Per97a, Pf99, PH08, QQBV04, Rot91, Rya96, Sae05, SP98a, SP98b, SNM12, SVÁG07, SU11, Sch09, SH10a, Sen85, SGWL16, Sna90a, Sna90b, Sna90c, Sna90d, Sna90e, STS88, Ste89, SCM11, SH10b, Sun96, TWGB02a, TS00, Tet00, TM03, Tó04b, Tó04a, TA10, Tsa05b, VB05, Ve15, VTRM12, VX97, WCT10, WKN04b, WdVM07, WH96, WGV+98, WGV+98, XR08, ZY10, veDJE08, Keo99, Ang06a, Cou90, Coul91, Gar85, Hay88c].

**First**

[But96, Hol93, Coz06, Hay90c, Hay97b, IKL01, Lay93, RI04, Rou05].

**first-**

**IKL01**. **fish** [BM05, SB98]. **fit** [LWC09, Lin10b, Lin11d]. **fittest** [SBMP13].

**Fitting**

**BN88**. **five** [Car99b, HI07]. **flat** [BM05].

**Fleck** [Poy97].

**Flensburg**

[Dre06].

**Fletcher** [Her92b].

**Flexibility**

[CGW05, KvdEV01, SP03, CCL+06, ZY10, Hay97d].

**Flexibility-driven** [CGW05].

**Flexible**

[GPR89, vDvM89, AGM89, Ano89p, Ano94m, Gup88, GC96, LQ94, San95].

**floor** [Gaz86, LBS2].

**Florida** [Ano07k].

**FLOSS** [YA11].

**flow**

[CD00, FLH+02, FG07, Ott97, RAS15].

**flows** [Ano94p, Han94].

**fluid** [BBC06].

**fly** [Bes01b].

**FN** [Hob97].

**foam** [Sch09].

**focal** [DJ13].

**focus** [Hol94a, Hol94b, LB06, Lin11d, Nwo02, WC04].

**focused**
[Lin09b, TS05, Wec15]. focusing [KTE04, MOWGB02, McM94b]. folks [LT05]. food [ARvT04, IOS00, KB06, OTA01, SK92, Tai98]. foods [MH04]. footwear [AS08]. Foray [Har93a]. Forbes [RL06]. Forbidden [Har97c]. force [Ved97, IMBH98]. Forcing [LVHR10]. Ford [Sha91b]. forecast [SB02, Bai84]. Forecasting [LA15, WC06a, ADK08, HS14, SzA92, Rus94]. forecasts [CYJ07, De 85, Ho09]. Foreign [EL93, CD00, EW97, FLH*02, LW97, MG08, NT16]. foreign-market [LT05]. foreign-owned [MH04]. foreign-market [LT05]. foreign-owned [MH04]. forgotten [HOGGP11]. Formal [Sha93a, Sha93b, ZLH17, CH01, MNW14, SSF12]. formalised [Hos03]. Formation [Hsu05, WKOW03, Yas05, Ano94l, CSH94, HBO14, HST05, KK87, WNM95]. formative [KV14]. forming [CAI00]. Forms [CC06, SF98]. formulation [Par00, PCWG04]. Forschung [Ros89a]. Fortescue [Hay92c]. Forthcoming [Ano88g]. forward [CD00, Hel94a, Hel94b, Ser13]. foster [Bal10, DVMS16, Per04]. Fostering [ALCLdF+15, Car99a, Hos99, Rei97]. Foundation [Ano81b, Col81]. founder [HLL12, SCC17]. Founding [BP08]. foundry [KGK07, KKG07]. four [Ano93n, KA15, LWP14, Pau93, Wit85]. fourth [PK06]. Foxall [Hay85a]. Framework [BMW14, PWA11, Tò15, AT93, AW12, Ano93f, Ano94-36, Ano94r, BN08, BC99, BD05, CPP09, FHBDO16, FJ12, GFK12, Hos01, Kas94a, Kas94b, KKK07, KPK94a, KPK94b, LM14, LGY05, LO94, MAS13, MDV16, MZL15, PB93, PS01, RS03, RBB98, SPP06, STH06, VMW16, Ven96, WLL10, WLG05, WO08]. frameworks [vW88]. France [MP09a, C398, CAI00, CEH03, PR97, Vav06, WNM95, Hay87a]. Frances [Gar85, Har93a]. Francisco [Fra01a, Fra01c, Mer01]. Frank [Dre04, Rea06]. Frankel [Hay92d]. Franklin [RA86]. Frederic [Ano94-30]. Frederick [Ano97b, Dod87b, Hay97c]. Free [Hay84, Joh92c, YA11]. free/libre/open [YA11]. Freeman [Har93a, Hay86c, Que06]. French [Ano94-36, Ano94u, Ano94w, Ano98o, Cho96, Gui05, PG09]. frequency [OBA09]. frequent [Ott97]. friendly [BL97, Ch105, MK00]. front [BV09, KFL11, Ste14b, TPV16, Woo87]. front-end [Ste14b, TPV16]. frontier [BC10]. frontiers [Ayr88]. fronts [SKTM08]. Froislev [Sap05]. frozen [SI98]. Fruit [Har97c]. fuel [Lee04, Pi04]. fuelled [Mas86]. function [BHPB06, CSL06, CA07, GK06, HW02, MH98, WH04b, WH04a]. functional [FDVB10, GdWNPC03, LR09, MASI3, MH04]. Functionality [OOMW03, LC07, SAWT06, WN03, WAN03, WA04b, WLO09]. functions [LL04b]. funded [Ano86d, SVV15, Wal07, YHDR08]. funding [Ano93]. SvG15, Tt90a, Wii93, ZSMB16]. funds [GBK12, LDB13]. Fürst [Sha95]. further [Bro01]. Fusing [WLO09]. fusion [Ano12a, Cav16, CY12, FMV700, II92a, II92b, Kod14, MII90, Tan87]. Future
Ano82c, Ano94f, Ano94-31, Arn87, BC91, BC92, BP94, CDD+11, CDD+14, C98, CRKA98, CAI00, CLR96, CU13, CS89, CN90, CN92, Gru93, HFVV16, HC01, HHH09, Ilo94, KP12, LvLB06, LDB13, MCD06, NDP07, Rot92a, Rot92b, Ste14a, Tom03, Wal07, WKN04a, Liu93, Won06. 

government-funded [Wal07]. government-sponsored [HHH09]. 

governmental [Cur89, Lee00, LLB89]. governments [Aha88, Ano94-34, Den94, dBJ02]. governs [GW10]. 

Gower [Fit00, Gra03, Mer02, O'H99, Tat04]. graduate [Hay97c]. grade [Ano94a, RGSK94]. Graduate [Ano97i, MG98c, NW03b, YKW10]. Graham [Bes02a]. Grain [OO02]. grains [SK92]. grand [FFJ92, FJ91]. Granting [Rei97]. grants [HFWW16]. Grayson [Hay93b]. Great [Tan08]. greater [Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ano94w, WLO09, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ano94w, Bes15, Töd94b, Töd94a]. Greece [BMV02, Sou01]. Green [Box01, LAc03, FJ12].

Greenfield [Bes02b]. grey [LM14]. Grinyer [Her91]. Group [Ano97b, Hay86f, JWS92a, JWS92b, AGBS13, Hua09, Nwo02, Woo87, KS04a]. groups [Ho90, TAC96, TA98a, TA98b, Bes01b]. grow [Mac05]. Growing [Kim87, Lin09e, LL03, Sae05]. Growth [BA89, Hop04, KFEC15, MO03, McQ05, Tsa05b, AZ90, BCO14, CP05, DMW13, Dib01, FNJV14, Hay86d, Hay88e, Hay01c, IH07, KK13, LOM14, ML08b, Mol91, OGG06, Pap02a, Rag93a, Rag93b, Sae05, SOKE15, SSC17, SBMP13, Ste89, Sur92, WD06, WWM00, WLO09, Wil83, vGS09, Col08, Per04, Ros90]. GU11 [Tat04]. Guerrieri [Arc03]. Guest [Ano90l, Hit92a, Jen91]. GUI [CAI00]. Guide [Ano89r, Bes02b, Bes02d, Box01, Gri98, Hay97c, Mer94a, Rus94, Bul97, Col97]. Guidelines [Ano07l, Ano81b]. Guimaraes [Ano93k, LAc07]. guns [Wat90]. Guptas [Ano93k, Ano94-37]. Gurdon [Ano93s].
Harryson [Fra01b]. Hart [Bes94c]. Harvard
[Bes95a, Bes96, Bes01a, Bes01b, Dav92, SW04, Ver90b]. Harvey [Ano93c].
Harwell [Guy97]. Headhunting [Mac86a]. health [CJH +07, WH13].
healthcare [YH09, CWY14, VS06]. heart [Haa14]. heart-rate [Haa14].
Heather [Ano93j]. heavy [SM12b]. Hébert [Ros89c]. hedonic [TLL07].
Heidelberg [Lim06, Pap02b]. Heinemann [Bes02c, Hay86c, Sap01].
Heinrich [Lim06]. Heinz [Hay96a, Rad97]. Helen [Tan08]. Helena [Que06].
helix [Joh08]. Helm [Hay85a, Hay86a, Hay88e]. help [BF99, YZY10].
Hemel [Bes95b, Her92b, Per96, Per97b]. Hempstead
[For90, For91, Gar94, Per97b]. Hepsø [Gra01]. her [Hay87a]. here
[dABKS14]. heroes [Lin09d]. Herts [Rus94]. heterogeneity [HBM14].
heuristics [FP08]. hi [Par05]. bi-tech [Par05]. Hicks [Joh92c].
hierarchical [MBH98, Par00]. High
[CRKA98, Car01, JR91, LS05, MM08, ALvKL06, Ano93s, Ano94y, Ano94-28,
Ano94-29, Ara08, BMV02, Ber96, BM14, BRP94, Car98b, CA06, Con90, Con91,
Dod87a, EH02, Gra03, Gra04, GC10b, HAA09, Hay88e, Hay93b, HFWW16,
Huc85, Jar86, JMT03, Kak03, Kod07a, KHL05, LWC09, LD05, LD07, LYo00,
Lin86, Liu93, Mac86a, MZG17, MP99a, OG05, OGG06, OS08, OC91, Oak03, Rog86,
Rya96, SG93, SP98a, SP98b, Sen85, SFC14, SCC17, Ste14b, SL14b, Töd94b,
Töd94a, VTRM12, VK03, WAM9, WCT10, WTN+02, WAN03, WKN04b,
Won16, Yas05, Coo16, CF07, Gar85, Hay91a, Ver90a, Ver91a, Won08]. High-
[Car01]. high-level [WTN+02]. High-Tech
[LS05, ALvKL06, Ano93s, Ano94y, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ber96, BM14, BRP94,
CA06, GC10b, HAA09, HFWW16, Kak03, Kod07a, KHL05, LWC09, LD05,
Lin86, Liu93, SG93, SCC17, Ste14b, VTRM12, WCT10, Won16, CF07, Won08].
High-technology
[CRKA98, Dod87a, Jar86, Rog86, SFC14, Töd94a, WAM03, WKN04b, Yas05].
high-value-added [Rya96]. high-velocity [VK03]. Higher [Car98a, LJ01].
highest [Ver01]. Hilary [Hay87a, Hay87b, Hay87c]. Hill [Mer02]. Hills
[Rus94, Szv07]. Hilpert [Pap06]. Hiroko [Hob87]. Historical
[Hit02, Hit03, Hit05, CYJ07, Hit93, Ho09, SL98b]. historically [Ver01].
history [Ano91d, Ano91c, Ano94c, Hay97b, Hit94]. Hitomi [Ano94c].
Hobday [Edw04, Hay97a, Sod08]. Hochstrasser [Hoc89]. Hodge [Ano91d].
holes [HHV05]. Holistic [AKKS12, DG14, MNW14]. Holography [Bro89].
holonic [SV01]. Holt [Bes88, Hay85b, Hay85e, Hay88d]. home
[FB93, GC99, Sha95]. Honda [Joh92f]. Hong
[Kim87, Che94, CCC14, CT02, PCWG04, SW05]. Honoring [New13].
horizon [MCMA09]. Horizons [Que06]. Horizontal [CE89]. Horst
[Ano94-38, Hay85b]. Höuter [Dre06]. Horváth [BB95]. Hosni
[Leh07, Lop06]. hospitality [Lin90b, OBA09, SSM09]. hospitality [LL05a].
hot [Lin12d]. hotel [MROS09]. hotels [DB09]. Hotspots [HR98a, HR98b].
Houndmills [Coo07]. House [Rus94, Tat04, Ano81b, Rie89]. household
[DAO002, OTA01, TOA01]. houses [dVV16]. hovercraft [RG85]. Howard

I-Space [BC99]. Iammarino [Arc03]. IAMOT [Ano07k, Ano09f, YKW10]. Ian [Ano91c]. Ibadan [SI98]. IBM [dHOvdKS16]. IC [Ano94i, CSH94, CT02, KG07, KKG07]. ICAM [Tan87]. ice [Ver05]. ICT [BMLL07, CS02, Fu05, FAH08, HAA09, LD05, MCT06, SPKK08, VM11]. ICT-linked [Fal05]. ICTs [OOA04]. Idea [Soa89, BDW06, MNW14, MCa04, Mor91, SY14, WF10]. ideas [Gil07, MM02, NPG14, OE87, PKH15, UB82, PHK15]. identification [BK89, MPCR+03, ÓBA09, Ven96, Cav16]. identify [WTN99b, WTN99a, WVG+98, WGV+98]. Identifying [BH16]. ILR+12. Idle [IOA01]. IEE [Rus94]. IFS [BB95]. Igniting [Bes01b]. ihre [Ano94i]. II [AHAAE03, Box01, FFJ92, Ish99b, Sna90b, Tho88c, WPF06b, Whi90a]. III [Fra01c, Sna90c, WPF06c, Whi90b]. illustration [ET98]. Ilori [Ano94-31]. Imitation [RL06]. immediate [KM11]. imogolite [Coo90]. Impact [Bam94, Lin11f, SAY09, SY14, VLIC12, dVV16, ASI99, AKBA07, AC08, AKKS12, AHP16, BGA09, BC10, BS05, Boa80, BC92, dABK14, CMA07, CLW10, Der14, Efr14, FOW97, HBM14, HS14, dCHDAALM07, HC10, HC13, ILR+12, Kaf06, Kas94a, Kas94b, KZ03, Lay93, LibK12, LM90, Lin09e, Lin13a, Lin16, MFH16, MG08, NT16, OSG04, OTA01, Pet11, PG11, SGB12, SH10a, SJ16, SL14b, SD04, UOIA00, WZGBA01, YWC09, dVdWNF+10, Lin12a, Rot87a]. impacting [KC07]. Impacts [Rue86, WA04b, GC10a, SSV15, TPH15]. impedite [CH01]. impediments [DSS05, ZS04a]. imperative [Ree99]. Imperatives [Dre04]. Imperial [Dre04, Lae04]. implantable [JFCHFCM+12]. Implanting [OE87]. implement [CCF11, Kap11, MM11]. Implementation [GC98a, GC98b, Lin02]. YGW06, YGW08, BAWK12, BM07, CHT09, CS12, CPXC02, ETA00, ETA02, ENG06, Gup96, HBB99, KMK03, KKRMO5, LPS03, Moh97b, Moh97a, PC89, S0h97a, SM01, TCT05, VM92, Per96]. implementations [Ano90o, DB09, Moh95, S0h96]. Implementing [BBC06, BB89, BF97, CWBG03, Har96, Pra99, FRW06, GH91, Hay88c, Hos03, HK86, LCLC03, Suc87]. Implications
[BO86b, DLL06, GH91, Gap00, AOO02, AM92a, AM92b, BE09, Bor01, CS84, FKT95, Fox86b, FB93, FB05, GC96, GG03, GK06, Hyv06, II98, Jon96, LL04b, LHY04, LJ01, Mik01, Mil88, Mud95, Oak03, Oye01, RK04, Seg86, Sen85, SBMP13, SH99, SSP04, WWY15, dBJ03, Zeg87, Cre04]. Import [MKK04]. Import-led [MKK04]. importance [D'I14, Hus10, LL05a, Lun14, MCMA09, NGK08, NS07, SM95, Ste89, VLIC12, Lin13d]. important [Ano94n, Cai94, Tre98]. imports [Win87]. Impressively [Lin10c]. imprint [Hay93a]. improve [BF99, CCC+12, WHP85]. improved [Ott03b]. improvement [Ano94-41, BBHW93, BCG+94, BCG01, GC98a, GC98b, IS97, JW06, Kli06, LB03, MC00, TS00, WCZZ14, WC04, WC06b, RMGBA08, Bes02b, Pov97]. Improving [Gol90, Lin16, OC85, SO02, Ano94-36, KWE05, KPK94a, KPK94b, MKGL05, WA04a, Ano94r]. In-depth [GBK12], in-house [Rie89]. in-vivo [JFCFMC+12]. in-bound [SCK10, SCK11]. Inc. [Fra01c]. Incentives [Ano03q, Kog03]. incl [Arr04, BH03, De 04, Lec03, Pre01, Wya00, Wya04]. include [HJM08]. including [Ada07, Ano91d, Ano91c, Bas04, Cre04, Kap03, Lec04, Mor04, Pra10, Wya07]. inclusive [AN16]. increase [Wit85]. increased [LS04, SK92, SYK94]. increasing [Cam93, dMvAdMSPB93]. incremental [OKP13, Paf04, Udd06]. incubated [Lun14]. incubating [GG05]. Incubation [MLF16, BH16, BRCG12, Cv05, LC09, MMM16, PCWV16, SJ16, Swi92a, Swi92b]. Incubator [BN08, Bol12, BRCG12, Cv05, CL05a, CK12b, FJ12, MM08, SH10a, SC10, vWvRN17]. incubators [Aab09, AMV07, Ano94-43, BRCG12, GG05, MM08, Mia94, RH10, RD05, SH08, VM12, RAS15]. incumbent [SCM11]. independent [Hit06, LDB13, Vos84]. Index [Ano89s, Ano90m, Ano91c, Ano92e, Ano92f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94o, Ano95n, Ano96n, Ano97p, Ano98n, Ano99c, Ano00b, Ano02a, Ano04b, Arr04, Cre04, De 04, GLYP13, Lec03, Mor04, Pre01, Ada07, Ano86j, Ano88l, Ano89a, Ano89t, Ano89w, Ano90w, Ano90x, Ano90a, Ano91b, Ano91g, Ano91a, Ano03a, Ano03b, Ano04a, Bar89a, Bas04, BH03, Kap03, KK04, Lec04, Pra10, RMGBA08, Wya00, Wya04, Wya07, Ano02a, Ano06a]. Index-based [GLYP13]. Indexes [Ano91d]. India [Ada07, Sub05, Bas01, BAR16, Kha98b, Kha98a, KJ03, MD03, NB09, NB11, Pan98, Pau94, Sik91, Sik94, Sik97a, Sik97b, Sik99, Sou83b]. Indian [Ban03a, Ban03b, Bou15, Day02, For99, Kha99, Kha97, Kha98d, Kha98c, KS10b, MKK04, Meh01, RM14, Sik96]. indicator [Pil04, Sir91]. indicators [Ban03b, Bar96, BJ05, FNV14, HG92, Hob87, MCM09, Rag93a, Rag93b]. indices [Bar89b]. Indigenisation [KJ07]. Indigenous [II98, Sik96, Tsao5b, WLO09]. indirect [Efr14, GAS96]. individual [OWC03, wtcoLSDD91, VJ12, Wur17, WWH15]. Indo [Ano94-37, PG94]. Indo-US [Ano94-37, PG94]. Indonesia [IDMD04]. Indonesian [MKK04]. inducement [OW00b]. industria [Ano94q]. Industrial [Ano89t, Ano89u, Ano89v, Ano89w, Ano89x, GP04, LS05, Pap06, Rot92a.
Rot92b, Sap05, Sk184, SD95, WWM00, AH84, AH85, AA05, AA92b, AA92a, AGS98, Ano94-31, Arc03, BS01, Bes15, Boa80, Bro95, CHT99, CF01b, Chi91, CC06, Dur86, DNS+03, Fah05, FH87, GC10a, Gol90, GG11, Hay95, Hea83, HG92, Hit06, HC01, Hns05, Hu13, Hun90, Ilo94, KB01, LB02, LTH06, LvLB06, MJ92, OE87, Pap95, PV01, Pyk00, Rep08, Sch85, SCH93a, SCH93b, Sen96, dSSD09, Sko87, SD10, TKSM08, VM92, WD06, YW08, Zeg87, dOK12, dBJ02, VBA06, Bai84, Hay83, Hay86a].

Industrialization [Sch85], industrialized [Chi90, CU13, Tre98], industrialized-industrializing [Tre98], industrializing [AT93, Ano93l, PBC93, Tre98]. industrially [Tit90a]. industrie [Ano94s].

Industries [CF07, ALCM14, Bha05, Car99b, CF01b, CPXC02, CTC02, Cur89, Fre86, GBFvdS11, HCK01, HFWW16, HC06, KL04, Kls87, LD05, LC07, LW97, LCT04, LCT05, MJ94, MZG17, Nar98, NGK08, San95, SCK10, SCK11, TCT05, Tnu01, WJK15, Vas05, Hay86d]. Industry [Bje10, LP07, LCWC09, OIOA01, OIN96, Won08, ADDS09, AS08, Acs88, Ahm95, AW11, AF08, ALRS04, ABGS13, Ano93i, Ano94q, An094i, Ano94-35, Ano94-41, Ano94-45, Arc88, AK00, Ayr88, AC07, Bad08, tBL86, BS08, BF03, BF05, BDDM01, BCH98, BCC+11, BNV05a, BA10, Bou15, BV09, BEH99, BOS1, BLQSQ0a, BJ05, BA89, Cam93, CJS98, CR00, CA100, CS01a, CA01, CS02, CA02, CSH94, CHT99, CTYH02, CT02, Che94, CM95, CY00, CJS00, Col81, Cre04, CN90, CN92, DJ13, Day93, Day02, DNT98, DM11, DQ06, DR07, DM08, ETA098, ETOA00, EH14, Eri00, Eru95, Fan06, FS84, FC06, For99, Fuj98, FL15, HBS02, HBS07, Ham96, HO14, HAA09, HK02, Hay91a, HBO14, Hit02, Hit03, Hit04, Hit05, Hob90, Hob92, Hoe85, HP09, HST07].

industry [JvZ08, KM06a, Kan94, Kap01, Kas94a, Kas94b, Kee14, Kha98b, Kha98a, Kha97, Kha89d, Kha98c, KLL87, KJE96, KB01, Kum05, KB06, KS10b, LPS03, LL94a, LL94b, LY00, LW04, LKPP07, LQ09, LD95, LV09, LH07, Lin93, Lj01, LM94a, LM94b, Lov85, M’C05, Mac86b, MCD06, MRO08, Mas86, MM02, MW06, MI07, MR05, Mow90, NWGB90, NB09, NB11, NMD07, NG07, NLLC05, NP08, NB92, NPV05, Obe88, OM93, PBR89, PS14, PS00a, PV00, Pet11, Poz86, Fra99, PSS99, QWM92, Ral01, RG06, Rie89, RH14, Rue88, Riu04, Ruo05, SBF15, SH06, ST95, SM09, Sch92, Sci83, Sh03, Sha86, Sha93a, Sha93b, SY05, SGWL16, Sta98, SCM11, SW05, SH99, Sur92, SDA9, TG02b, TG02a, TM06, TPB12, Uzn01, Ved81, Ved97, VOTH05, VH06]. industry [WTAW97, WT98b, WTN99a, WCh07, WC06a, WZGA01, WT97, WA03, WM03, WAN03, WH04c, WM58, WHP85, WJK15, Xie04, Y105, ZI01, dMdAdMSPB93, dHOvdK16, IS06, Hop04, Har93b, Hay85c, Hay88d, Hay90d, Wnu04]. industry-academia [BJ05]. Industry-academic [OIOA01, OIN96]. industry-Does [NP10]. industry-related [SD89a]. inertia [Coc12, lLFL08, TWGB02a]. inferences [RAC84]. Infertility [YL06]. inflation [Bal85]. Influence [GMLMV907, KP12, KS10b, MRGMBR13, MMM05, Wya07, vRGJ+12, Ano16h, ABUS05, BL97, BNS16, CCV11, CKM13, FOW97, HLL12, JMR04,
LWP14, Lin09e, Men11, MP09b, NG09, SvG15, SH02, ZMPRP14, vdEJG08. 
influences [CN90, CN92, HT12, LW11, Puj06, WC07]. influencing 
[Bar90b, DAO02, HB03, OTA01, OM00, IPP14]. Influential 
[CY00, Lin11f]. Informal [Lan98b, Lan98a, Pyk97, Pyk00, Tre98, ES05, 
Neu12, Sha93a, Sha93b, Wet81, ZLH17, wK97, wK98]. informant 
[ET98]. informatics [GAS96]. Information 
[AK06, AC09, BS99, Car05, Des96, EM02, Hay93b, hLwChLbL04, OOJ+00, 
Poy97, WL91, ZL01, AS99, AL05, Ano93i, Ano93k, Ano94-33, Arn87, AZ90, 
BGA09, Bor01, BM07, Car99a, CE89, CW94, DB09, Dav93, DFD+91, FB06, 
G805, Gra01, Gup89, GG93, Hay90b, Her92b, HBvdB09, Hob88, Kum06, 
LC07, LL08b, MII90, OW93a, OW93b, Per96, RMGDLC08, Sér96, Sna90c, 
UOIA00, Wan04, WO08, YWC09, BS08, VS06]. Informations [De 04]. 
InfoTech [Sza05]. Infrared [Hay82]. Infrastructure 
[Hol00, BN06, CDD+11, CDD+14, DO03, HN92a, HN92b, IEG97a, IEG97b, 
KL08a, Lar09, MW09, Tan95, VS06]. infrastructures [AM97, CE89, Gra01]. 
Initial [ABUS05, Bar97, NPV05]. initiated [FJ87b]. initiative 
[LD95, Tit90a]. Initiatives [RMG06, Per04]. initiators [Fox95]. 
innerspring [Sch09]. INNOTECH [Pål04]. Innovation 
[Ano94r]. Innovate [Eck84, SW04, Bro90, Hay89a]. Innovating 
[NH99, Lüt04, Pap02b, WR95, Hay88a]. Innovation [AM01, AA88, Acs88, 
ARvT04, Ano87h, Ano09l, Ano11a, Ano16h, Bes01a, BMRG00, BNS16, 
CGM07, CT06, Car04, Cha88, CCF11, CL88, Da 01, DNT98, Dre04, F.J91, 
FF92, Fra01b, Gal06a, Hal14, HMM14, Hay98, Hob95, HT06, Hop04, JV97, 
Jel07, Ks00, Koc04, Kod07a, Kod07b, Kuc06, Leh07, Let03, Lin11f, LBG14, 
LTHS12, MLL08b, MHO4, MROS09, MT08, MPV13, Moh95, MG08, NLK02, 
OPPL16, Pop06, PkH15, Par07, PPB89, Pea90, Que06, RAATM05, SdO+15, 
San95, Sap10, Sco89, Soc08, Ste89, Szá94a, Szá94b, TCD11, VMWV16, 
Wal12, Wer03, Won08, YKW10, AH84, AS08, AB99, AK06, AA05, AC08, 
AL05, ALBO08, Ano92c, Ano87g, Ano94-36, Ano94r, Ano94x, 
Ano94-42, Ano94-41, Ano12a, ALCLdF+15, AHP16, AES95, AP96, ABKL08]. 
innovation [Aug06a, Aut94, Bad11, BS01, BBT00, Ban04, Bar99a, Bar90b, 
Bar15, BM16a, BL06, BS06, BLNP05, BAR16, Bot15, BR16, BV09, BD05, 
Bro98, BM05, BF06, BHP06, BWS11, dABKS14, CA11, CHP13, CPSM12, 
CvDEG13, Can16, CP11, Can06, CR00, CA100, CS84, CS87, CL12, CS04, CS05, 
CCC+12, CY12, CH04, CL05b, CG11, CS08, CLW10, CK12a, CS12, Ch05, 
CP07, Chut01, Chut02, CKM13, Co81, CO04, Con90, Con91, DVdCAS16, 
DQ06, DG14, DiBo1, DVMS16, Dods87b, DS13, DM08, DO03, DLL07, Dur86, 
ED05, Ef14, Eg815, Ell81, EWJ09, EH14, EF11, EIM01, Fan06, 
FHHDO16, Fel94, FB06, Fis89, FF00, Fox86b, FJ87a, FJ87b, FF92, FB05, 
Fre99, Fre95, FdJ09, Gal06b, GMLVM07, GST08, Ger04, GCH96, G9K1]. 
innovation [GÁN07, Gra82, GKB12, GL10, GM00, GC10b, Gui05, Haa14, 
Had99, HBS02, HBS07, HBM14, HR98a, HR98b, HB84, Hay81, Hay83, 
Hay85a, Hay85c, Hay86c, Hay86d, Hay86a, Hay87c, Hay88c, Hay88d, Hay96a, 
HN08, HR07, HOGGP11, HB12, HPBP98, Hol85, Hol87, Hol88a, Hol88b,
Hol90, HFWW16, Hsu05, Hu13, HMM15, HST07, HC10, HLL12, Hüb96, HCT11, Hui11, HAHH84, HHA84, HC13, HLO14, Hyv06, IS97, JLL10, Joh99, JC01, KBSW08, KP12, Kap99, Kap11, KC08, KT02, Kih03, KL08a, KA13, KHL15, KMF09, KS14, KH06, KT09, KBS01, Kos99, KMD11, KHL05, KPK94a, KPK94b, KS10b, LS05, LD02, Lar90, LOH91, LO94, dLP06, LSB07, LB82, hLFL08, Lic10, Lic11, LHI13, LWC, innovation
[LC82, LMMPO09, LR09, Mac97b, MJ94, MTB01, MAS13, MLG12, MdVB16, MCD06, Mar03, MRGT11, Mas86, MKGL05, McN92, Meh01, Men11, MK87, Mik01, MRC14, M07, Mon06, MMM05, Mor91, MM11, Mud95, MP09b, NG09, NS07, NHV05, NT16, OGS06, OC91, ON88, OKP13, OBL14, ObvE97, OWC03, OW00a, OW00b, Ott04a, Pa93a, Pa93b, Pål04, PWA11, Pap02a, Par05, PG09, Pen08, POGB06, Per04, Phi99, Poy97, Pra99, PS01, PS04, Puj06, QWM09, RM09, RR11a, RSP10, RS14, RMGBA08, Ric85, RHL09, ROM15H, RD05, RG85, Rot87a, Rot91, Rot92a, Rot92b, Rot93, RkhR97, RHW14, Rya90, RK04, SAWT06, SRHL12, SFF12, SGB12, SMN12, SVAG07, SM12a, Sch92, SPFG12, Sen96, Sgo95, Sha86, SF05, SSD09, SeSN14, Ski84, S16, Sm07, SvG15]. innovation
[SJ16, SC05, SL16, Sou83a, Sou01, SVV15, SCK10, SCK11, SK11, Sta98, SGF02, SD10, Sum96, SD95, Swi92a, Swi92b, SF98, TW02, Tan87, Tan98b, Tan98a, TS00, TSH02, TM06, Tet00, TPV16, TM03, Th012, TPH15, TLR09, TEA00, T015, TS05, UAEE+14, Uzu01, Vav06, Vek99, Vel15, VTRM12, VSC16, VOTH05, VX97, Vos84, VH06, WOL05, WWY15, Wan04, WC06a, HWyLbC08, WCT10, WZSZ16, WTGB01, WH04a, WHP85, Why02, Wil83, Wit85, Won04, Won05a, WJK15, WLG05, WW14, XHM+16, YK08, YWC09, YW08, YT09, YH11, YY11, Zaf81, ZXT10, ZWD09, dMD05, dVdWRF+10, dVV16, dBJ03, dB10, IS06, vDvJvD09, vDvM11, vH10, vK11, An090o, An03q, AM97, BE09, BCC+11, Go07, Dib00, Her04, Pre01, Why05, An081b, Bes96, Bes02a, De04]. innovation
[Hay85d, Hay85b, Hay95, Joh92g, Lae03, Ram86, Bes88, Cre04, Gin09, Hay86e, Hay90b, Hay01a, Lae04, Wil90]. innovation-exploring [SRHL12]. innovation-focused [TS05]. innovation-oriented [KLH05, WH04a]. innovation-related [RHL09]. Innovation [BLQ00a]. Innovations [Ada07, Hja09, Ver05, AH85, AO10, BBC06, Bie91, BA0012, CWY14, Cozl06, DJ13, DAR07, EM85, FG07, GC85, HV96, HESP11, HW97, HM11, HKJ07, LV09, OCA09, Pa06, Pyk07, RM14, Sap92, Sik99, Smi07, Sub05, Ud06, WKN03, Won06, Hay84]. innovationsprozesses [An09-41]. Innovative [BDW06, Die00, Fra00a, GM03, Hea83, SK92, SYK94, An081a, An094a, An016b, Bar95, BNS16, Cai94, CKT04, C19+12, CCV11, CBK03, GC99, Hay91a, HA08, KK03, Kaa09, KD02, KC07, LS04, LT10, MRGT11, Mas86, MOWGB02, MZ15, Mi00, MG08, MPCR+7, MCT06, NQ05, PLC13, PC05, QGBV04, RPL10, SPA08, SY05, SCS06, TWGB02a, TM03, WH010, WMB01, WMB03, YH09, wK97]. Innovativeness [Bar97, SVAG07, WP06a, WP06b, WP06c, AKBA07, FB93, GFE95,
Innovator [CMTW10, Ano94n, Cai94]. innovators [BG10, CR81, Hay90a, HOGGP11, Ric95]. input
[Ano94p, DB97a, Han94, PR97]. input-output [Ano94p, Han94]. inputs
[DB97b, LW97, TAC96]. Inquiries [Min94]. insertion [SC05]. insight
[Cho96, SL14a]. insight-value-perception [SL14a]. Insights
[Gi09, Mol97b, Mol97a, Ban03a, CS01b, CS01a, LP06, BV09]. insitu
[EKMS12]. inspired [Fis89]. inspiring [RL06]. Institute
[Ano81b, Hay89a, Pot93, Ros89b, Why05, Hsu05, BH16]. institutes
[Hay97a, LO96, MR05]. Institutional [Ano07l, Bes02d]. Institutionalization
[Hew99, WK03, Won08, AW12, Bar15, BK89, Bje10, HB89, LD05, OW00b,
Sap89, Tho88b, WMGB01, WKOW03, WWH15]. institutionalisation
[Cor05]. Institutionalization [YLB06]. institutions
[BBTW00, Cur89, Gup00, KJ03, Lj01, Nuv07]. Instructor [Pre01].
instrument [CS12, JBGMM11]. instrumentation [Kl03]. Instruments
[Bro92, BMW14, Mac97b, Ras08]. insurance [Kee14, UoIA00]. insured
[Sap92]. Intangible [KMD11, Car01, FMV00]. integral [Sto03]. integrate
[FB06]. Integrated [WW14, BS06, BLS85, BB89, DR99, ETA02, HY04,
KKRM05, Lay93, LGY05, Sgo95, VM11, WC06b]. Integrating
[Bes94c, Hay98, IS97, IEG97a, IEG97b, JGM98b, JGM98a, Grl90, MH98,
RMG08, SP96, TEA00]. Integration
[BV09, GBL03, AH85, AAN06, EKMS12, GST08, GdWNP03, HY99, LB06,
LT10, Whi98a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, Edw04, Hay92b]. integrative
[Mud90, Tan98b, Tan98a]. Intellectual
[CPMS12, DvdCAS16, Han96, Hob03, Sar08, YH08, Ano94-30, ALCM14,
Bad08, Bor01, Bou15, Dib02b, LPS014, LH11, MFH16, SLJ13, SH10b, SS94,
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Strategy [Ano94-35, GC93a, GC93b, HLH12, Kan94, MR05, AO03, Aka98b, Aka98a, AT93, Ar90a, AKA95b, BK01, Bro98, Bul97, BA89, CEH03, CT02, CCY05, CLW10, CCST06, CLR96, CN90, CN92, FCH01, FKT95, FF00, FJ91, FB93, Gal12, GAS96, Gar95, GBL03, HRHTW16, HCO1, Joh92c, KWE05, Kod06, LCT05, Mi02, MPM09, Ob86, OOMW03, Pea90, PSdLC02, Per96, Per97b, PV00, Pow10, PCW04, RR11b, Rue88, Rya96, Sar95, SB02, SH08, Sha03, SJ16, STZ03, TWGB02b, Tan95, Tan87, WAN03, WS14, Win87, YI05, Sap01, Hay88a].

Street [Tan08, Ano81b].

strength [Tan08, Ano81b].

strengthening [CE89].

stressors [ABLK07].

stroke [WTAW97, WTN98b, WTN98a].

strokes [LT05].

Structural [YW08, dVdWNF+10, Ano94-35, BF05, HHV05, Hob92, Kan94, MTB01, MP09b, WN03, WC06b, GD08].

structure [Ano94q, Ano94s, Ano94-45, Hos03, LL94a, LL94b, NWGB09, WH04c].

structured [BD05].

structures [RS14, SS04, SS05, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90c, dVdWNF+10, Roe87].

Structuring [SL14b].

struktur [Ano94-45].

students [CEH03, Hay97c, LP06, WW04].

studies [AAA02, ABGS13, BLA06, BDNP06, CPSS06, HB84, IIA97b, IIA97a, Kin00, Let03, NI05, PR97, Pot93, RM14, RAC84, SU11, Tre98, VBA06, VOTH05, VX97].

Study [MD03, AM10, ASI99, AA91, AF08, Ano94x, Ano94z, Ano94-38, Arc88, ABUS05, Aut94, Bad11, BC12, BCH94, Bou15, BGMS8, BM05, BLQS00a, BN88, CJ98, CG02, CA02, CEH03, CS06, CM89, CEY11, CM94, CL12, CPXCO2, CA07, Cor87a, CNVP04, DB09, Day02, Dea81, DH06, DSVM05, ET98, FRA05, FLKF+06, FOW97, Gal05, Gar87, Gar05, GÁN07, GL10, GM00, GC10b, Gui11, GS10, HBS02, HV96, HS02, HJM08, HRRW16, H090, HLC05, HH08, HM11, Hua09, IS97, Jar86, JP99, JRS06, KD0L08, Kl03, Ket09, KJ906, Kod03, Kod07a, Kod07b, KH06, KH89, KLV06, KJ03, KB06, KFL11, LY96, LPS03, LD05, LKO14, LS07, hLwChLbL04, LH07, Lic11, Lin10a, LCT04, LCT05, Llo07, cLhWCH12, LH11, Lü04, MRGT11, MFMH03, MOM08, McM94a, MG98c, Meh90].

study [Meh88, Mich94, MICH91, MPCR8+03, NW03a, NW03b, NB09, NB11, ND15a, NP05, OOA04, Par85, PBB89, Pow10, PS00b, Poz86, PCW04, Pur91, RAG11, ROMH15, Ros82, RD05, RG85, RI04, Ruo05, SO02, SBF15, SCZ14, Sna90d, Soh96, Soh97a, Soh97b, Soh99, SGFS99, STZ03, SM01, Sto03, sIKB02, TKS0M8, THo99, TCT05, TPH15, Tit90a, TLT07, VK03, VM92, Wal07, WZNC15, WM88, YH09, YAS05, ZMPRP14, ZS04b, dB10, vGS09, vdVdM11, viH10, viK11, viRGJ+12].

Studying [KK06].

style [FB91, FB93, KFEC15, PW07, WPF06a].

style/involvement [PW07].
style/involvement [WPF06a]. Styles [Hay90a, Ric95, Fox95, Lin85]. stylized [SB91]. Sub [AN16]. Sub-Saharan [AN16]. subcontracting [ADNP01, KS10b]. subcontractors [LL98]. Subject [Ano86j, Ano88i, Ano91d, Ano91g]. subsequent [PG11]. subsidiaries [MG08, Tag97]. Subsidiary [RS14, OW03, ZDW14]. subsidies [Klo87, WSF13]. subsidized [SPFG12]. substitutes [CKT04]. substitution [JP99]. Success [CA06, Kao93, Leh07, Ste14a, Ano93m, Ano94n, Cai94, Car98a, CT12, DH06, DSS05, Gal05, GMN07, GyBR10, GS10, LW09, dLP06, MT05, MW06, Moh95, MK96, Pal06, RRSS07, Sal03, SM01, SW05, SL14b, Tei93, VOTH05, ZMPRP14]. Successful [Hay89a, GBL03, GCH96, Gup96, KKRM05, MH98, Rob84, RKhR97, RI04, TWGB02a, WC06b, Sha91a]. successfully [Kap11, Hol97]. successively [TWGB02b]. such [Cor87b]. Sufficient [Fra02c]. Suggested [Gui05, DS13]. Sumantra [Hay93d, Per97b, Ver90b]. Summary [Ano82c, Bai84, Lin12d]. Sun [Car98a]. Sung [Kap01]. Sunman [Hay87a, Hay87b, Hay87c]. Supapol [Ano94-30]. super [RCC04]. supercomputer [NW03a]. supplements [Pre01]. Supplier [CCL06, AD09, Hel94a, Hel94b, IKL01, Kha97, LM14, LV09, PS00a, UEGE14, WFW02]. suppliers [CD00]. Supply [BS05, KK05, SM14, Bar14, Boy14, BR02c, CH01, Eng06, Gra03, Kec14, KI14, KH06, KM06b, KK06, LBA14, NJ04, Red14, RI14, Ven14, Wil14, Bes02c, Gra03]. support [AK06, ABK07, CS02, Koc12, CH01, DO99, DO03, FJV96, G06, KP12, KT02, Lay93, Lee11, Mac97b, MCH00, MRGB13, MMM05, RAT015, Ras08, Rya90, Sik97a, Sik97b, SJ16, Ste14a, Won13]. supported [Tit90a]. Supporting [MG98b, MG98a, AS08, Ano94-33, BMW14, CW94, CM96, Joh08, Par05]. Supportive [Ano94-33, CW94]. surrogate [Lun14]. survey [AL05, Cor87b, CL88, DLL06, Han06, Har96, KDH02, KBS01, Mal87, NS90, PS00a, Sp03, SU11, EMS01]. surveys [AP96, ABK08, TM03, PG09]. Survival [AF08, SBMP13, ABUS05, Col97, DMW13, OOMW03, SCC17, Vel15, VOTH05, WKO3, WKN04b]. sus [Ano94t]. Susan [Hay93c]. Sushil [Kaz03]. Sussex [Gri98, Hal97a, Kuc06, Per95]. sustain [Bro90]. sustainability [DQ06, Ger04, LH14, MBA12, Ser13]. sustainability-selected [Ger04]. Sustainable [HK02, Leh07, AZ90, De 85, Fah05, Gos05, KvdEV01, LB02, LOM14, TS05, Ano88m]. Sven [Dre06]. Sven-Åke [Dre06]. Swap [Bes01b]. Swasti [Hal97a]. Swedberg [Fra02b]. Sweden [ALvK06, JPF]. Swedish [Lun14, PvdMB+06, Sch86]. Swierczek [Ano94-30]. Swinburne [MG98c]. Swinnerton [SD89b]. Swinnerton-Dyer [SD89b]. Swiss [Bad08, Har97a, Har97b]. switch [ZI01]. Switzerland [RBB98]. symbiosis [FF00]. symposium [Ano86d]. synergies [Car99a]. Synergistic [Ano94-37, PG94]. synergy [RMGBA08, YK08]. syntegrity [Per95]. synthesis [KL87, Sou83a]. Synthetic [Coo90, Buc91]. System [Kuh88, Ano93e, BH16, Bar97, CC05, Chu02, DGP10, DG14, DO99, FLH02, Gui05, GWM05, KKRM05, LGY05, dLP06, LTH06, M05, Mar03, Me001, MBA12, NS90, PWA11, PK06, RAATM05, SO02, SGB12, Sch92, Sik97a,
Sik97b, Vek99, Wal85, WLG05, YS93, ZS04a, ZS04b, vdEJG08, MG08, VMWV16. systematic [BLA06, HS14]. systematically [Lic05, UB82].

systemic [CWY14, DM11, DO03, VMWV16]. Systems [Edw04, AGM89, Ano93k, Ano94m, BF04, BK04, Bas01, BK01, Boy14, BH03, BHPB06, CF01a, CC05, CS04, CG04a, Chu01, Chu02, De 04, DO99, Gal06a, Gee06, Ger04, Gol87, GG11, Gup88, Gup89, Gup90, GH91, GG93, Gup00, Gk06, HR98a, HR98b, HGL98, IMBH98, KR12, KMID11, LQ94, LW91, MI07, Mon01, OB04, Par00, Pur91, Pur92, SGB12, Sen96, SC05, Sto03, SV01, WKOW03, WL91, ZL01, Sod08, Dib01, Que06]. systems-empirical [WKOW03]. systems-some [OB04].

T [Ano93l, Bes02a, Buc91, Fra99, Hay97c, Leh07, Lop06, Rea06, HRHW16]. T-Up [HRHW16]. Taguspark [DSVM05]. Tailoring [BNV05b]. Taiwan [OH04, Ano94i, CSH94, CHT99, CTYH02, CT02, CS04, CS05, CJH+07, CLC13, CSL06, Chi90, FLH*02, GP04, HC01, HST05, HHH09, HLC05, HST07, Hua09, HT08, LS05, LY00, LC07, LC09, hLwChLbL04, LH07, LFFT09, Liu93, LCT04, LCT05, LH11, P396, SY05, TC97, Tan95, TCT05, Arc03].

Taiwanese [FLH+02, WC06a, YH09]. Takada [For90, For91]. takeoff [LT16]. Taking [HPT10, JLI3, SGWL16]. tale [Eek84, GBM98a, GBM98b]. TAM [Cha08]. Tanega [Mer94a]. Tantoush [Szw07]. Tanzania [Hew99].

Tanzanian [vdBS02]. Tarek [Szw07]. Target [BB05]. Targeting [CFC12, FB05]. targets [Hus10]. task [Cha08, Pap95]. tasks [Sna98]. Tassabehji [Kuc07]. Tawfik [Per96]. Tax [LL93a, LL93b, Kog03].
taxonomy [LT09, MG08, RSA05]. Taylor [Ano97b]. tea [Ano94b].

Teaching [AAD14, Mos16, OZ06, WC85, JC01]. Team [ABLK07, RR11b, STZ03, KLV06, Per95, VP14, Mer02]. Team-based [STZ03, Mer02]. teams [Hua09, KLV06, LC07, LR09, LP06, Jh092e].
teambuilding [MAM05]. Teare [Her92a].

Tech [Bai84, LS05, ALVK06, Ano93a, Ano94y, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ara08, BMV02, Ber96, BMRG00, BM14, BRP94, CA06, GC10b, HAA09, HFWW16, Kak03, Kod07a, KLV05, LWC09, LD05, Lin06, Liu93, MZG17, MM08, Par05, RGJ13, SG93, SCC17, Ste14b, Sun96, VTRM12, WCT10, Won16, CF07, Won08].

tech-transfer [RGJ13]. Technical [AA90, Ber96, NB92, Oak03, Sur92, Acs88, Ano94-44, ABKLD08, Bar96, CC05, CR81, Col97, DB97a, DB97b, Gru93, Ham94, HB84, Hay01c, IDMD04, KC08, KR12, Mac97b, Mol98, PPW06, Red90, Re97, Sae05, Sc10, SS16, Tho98c, Tre98, VB05, Wli98, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, SBMP13]. technical/marketing [VB05].

Technics [HH89, Hit89a, Ish89a, Ish89b]. technique [KW05, MTY02]. techniques [CP11, CM89, DF98a, DF98b, Gup89, JK03, OSG04, OC85, OZ95c]. Techno [Mon01, BF03, Kha99, KM97]. techno-academic [KM97]. techno-economic [BF03]. Techno-globalism [Mon01].
techno-management [Kha99]. techno-nationalism [Mon01].
technological
null
CY12, CMH14, CYJ07, Che94, CR06, CCV11, Che12, Chi90, Chi91, CLR96, CY00, CU13, CJS00, CA14, CHO98, CS89, CW94, Cou90, Cou91, CD00, Dag04, DB09, DGP10, Dav93, DB05, De 85, Dea81, DBL07, DVdCAS16, Den94, DAR07, Des96, DLL06]. technology [Dod87a, Dod87b, Dre97, DR99, DSVM05, DFBC98a, DFBC98b, EH02, ETOA00, Els95, EN07, EM02, FOL03, FB06, FC95, FF00, FJ91, FV91, FG06, Fuj98, Fuk09, Gar85, Gar96, Gei97, GEG12, GBL03, GBFvdS11, Gim06, Goe10, Hag90, HY99, HV96, Han94, Hay87b, Hay88e, Hay91a, Hay91b, HO11, HJM08, HOGGP11, HY04, HB03, Ho09, Hob87, Hob88, Hob92, HCK01, HPBP98, HO05, How94, HP09, HC01, Hua09, HT08, HW01, HW02, HK86, Hyv06, I98, IAO+02, INO03, JGM98b, JGM98a, Jar86, JD09, JD09, KA15, Kap01, Kim87, Kim03, KS07, KJE96, KvdEV01, Kod14, Kos09, KL08b, KK87, KJ03, Kum05, Kum06, KW05, L96, Lan09, LP03, LPX10, Lar09, Lee00, L90, LC07, LS07, LYP09, LVHR10, LD95, Let03]. technology [LC09, hLwChLbL04, LL08a, LFTF09, Lin91, Lin11a, Lin06b, Lin10c, Lin12d, IW97, L007, LL05a, LL05b, LCWC09, Lun14, MV06, Mac97a, Mac86a, MPA05, Mal02, MRGM13, MKGL05, MG98b, MG98a, Mer94b, MW09, Mia94, Mii88, MS98, Min96, MR05, MG09, Mol97b, Mol97a, Mos16, MBA+12, NWGB09, NW03b, ND15a, NLC98, OS04, OS05, OS08, OC91, Oak03, OKP13, Oye01, PNC15, PJ96, Pap02b, Pap03, PPO4, Paw94, Per04, PS03, Per96, PV00, Pfi99, PT06, Pow10, PdW00, PG11, Rad99, Rad01, Ram81, R96, S95, SAP06, She09, SFC14, Sik91, Sik94, Sik96, SeSN14, Sir91, SS04, SS05, SGW16, Sko87, SS07, Soh99, Sou83a]. technology [S083b, Ste89, SM01, Suc87, Sz96, TW02, Tan95, TTC06, TPB12, Th99, Th99, Tit90a, Tit90b, Tit94a, Tit94b, Töd94a, TE14, TCH95, UOA00, Ved81, VJ12, Vek99, Ven96, Ver90a, Ver91a, Ver91b, VD04, VK03, VLI12, Wan97, WC07, WLY14, WZGA01, WNG03, WA03, WA03, WK04a, WA04b, WH04c, WK04b, WLO09, Wm95, W98, Whi89b, Wil90, Wlt09, Win87, W98, WVG+98, GVG+98, W008, YS93, Y005, YT09, Y11, ZR93a, ZR93b, vW88, BS08, CDD+11, Dreo, ES05, L006, LH11, MW82, SL16, W97, Wa97, Wya07, Dut07, Ano91c, Gra04, Hay86f, Her92b, Kav03, Har93a, Har93b, Hay97a, Loe3, Lin06, Lin11f, Par03b, Ros90]. Technology-based [HLC05, LOM14, Ano94x, ABUS05, Aut94, CS08a, Can16, CRK00, DVdCAS16, DLL06, FC95, Gar96, HV96, KMEK96, KK87, Lee00, LL05a, LL05b, OS04, Pap03, Sae05, Ste89]. technology-driven [KW05]. Technology-Internet [Lop06]. technology-service [Ano12a, CY12, CMH14, Kod14]. technoparks [RM09]. technopoies [Cho96, Hay87a]. Technopolises [Ano94-38, BCH94]. technopreneuress [FWL06]. technopreneurism [FF00]. Technovation [Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93f, Ano93e, Ano93j, Ano93i, Ano93k, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano93o, Ano93n, Ano93p, Ano93s, Ano94c, Ano94f, Ano94k, Ano94l, Ano94m, Ano94n, Ano94z, Ano94-27, Ano94-30, Ano94-31, Ano94-34,
Ano94-37, Ano94-33, Ano94-38, Ano94-42, Ano12a, BP09a, BM94b, CDD+14, Hol94b, Paw94, Szf94b, YGW08, Hay89c, Ano11a, GH15, IH92b, JWS92b, Lin06a, Lin08a, MdCA06, Swi92b, Wet81, Zho92b. tecnologia [Ano94i, Ano94-28].

Teece [Dib02b, Hob03].

Teichert [Ano93m].

telecare [BBC06].

telecenters [AY05, AY05].

telecentre [AY05, AY05].

telecentre [dAOCM02].

telecom [Fan06, Hos80, Whe88].

telecom-equipment [Fan06].

Telecommunication [Arr04, CT97, Ano92c, CT92, CY00, CBK03, KY06].

telecommunications [AKL05, ALRSD04, Cha94, FV91, Gru93, Hos99, Hos00, Hos01, Hos03, JP99, NDP07, Whe88].

telemedicine [FMvT00].

telephone [McN92, Mow88, Hos01].

telephony [EF11].

telework [PSdLC02].

teleworking [PSdLCJ05].

tell [JP96].

temporary [KM06a].

Ten [Gil97, CbLjJL12, Gru93].

Tendering [HN99].

tensions [Hew99, PDOL11, TA98a, TA98b].

territorial [CT97].

test [AC08, Fox86b, LL08a, PD10, WPF06a].

testbed [WK03].

Testing [AP08, For90, For91].

text [Sma01].

text-based [Sma01].

Textile [DC00, BN06, MM02].

textile-related [BN06].

textiles [KS14].

TFT [CLT06].

TFT-LCD [CLT06].

Thai [Hos99, LPS03, PSS00, RI04, Ru05].

Thailand [Hos00, Hos01, N05, PR97, Swi92a, Swi92b, SN92, Won13].

Thales [ALCM14].

Thames [Whi94].

Thank [Lin11b, Lin08a].

Thanks [Lin10d, Lin12a, Lin13a].

Thayer [LC82].

Their [Fra01a, Rot87a, AKBA07, ABGS13, Ano94t, Ano94j, BBTW00, BG10, BL97, CS84, CKM13, CR08, Col81, Dre01, DNS+03, Ern95, IAA94b, IAA94a, Lan98b, LOCSBGM16, Mer01, MG08, Ste89, TK13, ZMPRP14, ZSMB16].

themes [PT06].

Themesselves [Fra01a].

theoric [Par03b].

Theoretical [HKJ07, AC09, LLB89, WPF06c].

Theory [Lee11, Oak97, Badi11, CCB09a, CBB98a, Fox86b, Gal05, GKT91, GL10, HL97b, Ha10, Ka96, Lic11, LH14, Lin10a, LL08b, MGdG11, Mudo15, Pap02a, SPP06, WCT10, WOO08, Yas05, dBi10, vdVdM11, vH10, vK11].

There [FG06].

Thermo [Pow10].

thickets [FR15].

thin [Ver05].

thing [VM97].

things [Bic5].

Think [Je07].

thinking [Tre98].

thinking [AB99, Gal06a].

third [Bie91, Hay88d, SSO93, Vel15].

third-party [Bie91, Vel15].

Thomas [Ano93b, Ano94-33, Fra03a, Hay88g, Hay92b, Mer94b].

Thomson [Bes97, Coo97, Hay97a, Saa98].

Thorsten [Ano93m].

those [BNV05b].

thought [Dib02a].

Thousand [Bo01, Kuc07].

threats [Ob08].

Three [Hel94a, Hel94b, Lin11a, SF98, KL08b].

threshold [RMGBA08].

toddle [Dre04].

tier [IKL01].

Tiers [Pet11, SSF12, SOK15].

Tiger [Kap01].

tile [CA07].

TIG [Lin07b, LE10, YKW10].

Time [Kra15, MJ94, Tit94c, Tit94d, AB99, BJ05, DL10, GH91, HH89, MY02, Mus09, PS97a, PS97b, Sch92, WA04a, MCM209, PS00b, Joh92b, Par07].

timeliness [MJ94].

Times [Hay01b, Pal06, Lin10c, Lin11f, Pap02b].

timing [MOWGB02, SY14].

Timothy [Ros89b].

Tinkler [Tan08].

tipos [Ano94c].

titles [Ano89s, Ano90m].

tivities [New04].

TL4ED [CPSS06].

TMAP [Bes02d].

today [Lin06c].

Todd [Hay90d].

Together [AD09, DR07].

tolerance [KL05].

Tomkins [Ano81a].

Tony [Hay93d].

tool
[Ano93i, BAWK12, CHP13, Dav93, JP99, KM01, KM06a, KS04b, KW05, MPA05, MW14, Pov97, RGJ13, SB02, Thm05, CHP13, FRA05].

tool-VIZCon [FRA05]. tooling [Ano94m, LQ94]. toolkit [Bes95c, Bes94d].

Tools [BRH+97, Bes95c, CA14, HST05, Hu13, PFP06, Vit90, VX97]. Top [Ano09l, Fra01a, Lin13b, Lin13e]. topics [Lin12d, Ano91c].

topological [SKTM08]. Topologies [SSF12]. Tor [Ano93k]. Torsten [Hay96a]. Total [AHAAEA03, IBL04, POGBA06, Hal97a, JW06, SVÅG07, vAdMSL05, OÅVH14]. Totemics [DF98a, DF98b]. Touchstones [Gil97].

Toulouse [Ano93a]. tourism [AC09, Hja09, JD09, Lin09b, MP09a]. tourism-Selected [Hja09]. tower [HPT10]. town [FG06]. Towne [Hit93]. toxicity [BLQS00b].

toy [SW05]. TQM [JW06, AS08, CPXC02, DB09, FKT95, PS01, PS04, PH08]. traceability [Soh97a]. Tracking [Ell81, OGS06]. Trade [Ros89b, EL93, CQA09, Rie98, TNSG96, Vit90, Hay01c]. trademarks [ZSMB16]. Tradition [dC07]. traditional [Bro94, SO02, SCK10, SCK11].

Traditiovations [CP11]. tragi [McM96a]. tragi-comedy [McM96a].

training [AA91, BBTW00, CJ98, OC85]. trajectories [LLEB05].

trajectory [HW06, WMGB01, WLO09]. Tran [Bai84]. transaction [SS04, SS05, Yas05]. transaction-cost [Yas05]. transactions [Ano93i, Dav93, Wec15].

transactions-focused [Wec15]. Transfer [Lal00, RGJ13, Sko87, AA91, AGS98, ADL07, ABGS13, Ano93p, Ano93s, Ano94u, Ano94g, Ano94l, AM97, BBTW00, BCH98, BC91, BC92, BP01, Car99b, CSH94, Cha99, Che94, CS00, CR02, Cor87b, Dag04, Day02, Dea81, ETOA00, ETA02, EIS95, FRA05, FEP15, Fuj98, GGS02, GEG12, GCH96, GBVdvS11, Hag90, Ham96, HP09, HW02, KA15, KdOL08, KKWM02, LY96, LACH13, LW04, Lev93, LH07, LFFT09, LJ01, Llo07, Mal02, MKGL05, MG99, Nob04, PS03, PV00, Pra86, Rad99, RAC84, RTY01, RDR92, SG93, Sap89, SCH93a, SCH93b, Sér96, Sha86, Sir91, Sou83b, Tan95, Tho99, Tit90a, Tit94a, Tit94b, TCH995, Van85, Ven96, Wec15, Wes93a, Wes93b, WO08, ZR93a, ZR93b, GBFvdS11, MMMT12, DBL07, Hay93b, San98]. transfer-UK [DBL07]. transfersencia [Ano94i].

Transfering [NP10, TPB12]. transfers [Ano93i, Ano94i, Dav93]. transfert [Ano94u]. Transformation [dC07, AO10, Ano94v, Bar97, Ber96, Car98b, Fon05, Gee06, Gr98].

transformations [PPW06]. Transforming [Kod03, KL08b].

transition [AHP16, Fox86b, GS05, Hay97d, Kim03, Kod14, KK04, LL02, LS07, PP02, RB09, Tho99, WKN03, Web99, Wyao4]. transitioning [CVZ05]. Transitions [AB99, Gee06, SS16]. Translated [Ano92h, Bes95b]. Translation [Ano98o].

Translations [Ano93q, Ano93r, Ano94-39, Ano94-40, Ano95r, Ano95x, Ano95o, Ano95s, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano95t, Ano95u, Ano95v, Ano95w, Ano96o, Ano96u, Ano96p, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano97r, Ano97q, Ano97s, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano97y]. transnational [Ver90b]. transport [WSF13, WH04c]. transportation [Rue86, Sna01].

travel [Hja09]. traveler [MY02]. treatment [BJ05, PPW06]. tree [Ano94t].

trend [Chi91, HS14, LD01]. Trends
[Hop04, BS87, BJ05, CTYH02, CYJ07, Hit92b, Hit02, Hit03, Hit05, Ho09, KM01, Kum05, SB02, VSC16, Web96, vdVdJVdR09]. **Triangle** [Hay93c]. triggers [Mon06]. **Triple** [Joh08]. TRIZ [IPP13]. tropical [HAA97b, HAA97a].

tropics [Oye00]. trouble [Lin08b]. trust [BHS05, DDG98, GST08, HO11, LL08b, YPF03, HBO14]. try [VM97].
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